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CHARLES ADAMS • KATHERINE ADAMS • ELIZABETH AGHJAYAN •

BRENDAN AIKENS-LAURAALBANO.JUSTIN ALLEN .CHANEL ALSTON.
JOSHUAANDERSON.ALAINAANGELLIS.ANDREWARCHER.ANDREAARRUDA

. MONA ASHOUR • GREGORY ATKINS . JASON AZEVEDO . CHERYL BABINO .

CASSANDRA BAILEY. KEITH BAKER. DANIELLE BALDASSINI. RYAN BALDNER. DAVID
BARNARD.AIMEEBASILE.ANDREABAYLISS.TIMOTHYBEANE.KIMBERLYBEATTY.NICOLE

BECKER. MEAGHANBEFERA.COURTNEYBELLAVANCE.AARON BENNETT.JAMESBENTING.
JENNA BERGERON . MICHAEL BERGERON . ALEX BERRIO • SAMUEL BICKEL .JILL BOGDANSKI .

JULIANNEBORSARI.LINDSEYBOSS.KEVINBOTSCH.WILLIAMBOYLE.REBECCABRACKETT.MICHELLE
BRADLEY.JOSEPHBREEN.MELANIEBREEN.TYLERBRIGGS.MICHAELBRIGHT.ASHLEYBRODIE.SHAWN

BROGAN .JENNIFER BRUNO. ANNE BUCKUS. NICHOLAS BURBA. KENDRA BURNET. IAN CALHOUN .JAMIE
CAMERON . JOHN CARELESS . CHRISTIAN CARTER . DELIA CASEY . DANA CATALDO . JASON CHAFE . MELISSA
CHAMBERS . MARC CHAMPAGNE . GOLDSTEIN • PATRICK GORMAN . MARA
DAVREN CHARTIER . KEITH CHEVERIE . GOULD. SHANNON GRANEY. JENNIFER
YVONNE CHIAMPA . CATHERINE GUILFORD . DAVIN GUMMERUS •

CHRISTIAN . MATTHEW CHRISTIAN . KRISTINAGURNEY. ALEXANDRA HAAS.
TRACEY CLAPP . KYLE CLARK . PATRICK ROBERT HACKETT . NICOLE HALL .

CLARK.LAURENCLUFF.JOSHUACOHEN. CHRISTOPHER HAMM . STEPHANIE
BRANDONCOLAMECO.BRENTCOLUNS. HANELT . DANIEL HARDING . DEREK
ROBERT COLLINS . SCOTT COLLINS . HARDING-SARAHHARDY.JOSEPHHARR.
MEGAN COLTER . STEVEN COLWELL . CHRISTOPHER HARRIS . SUZANNE
MARC CONFORTO . SEAN CONNORS . HARRISON . MEREDITH HATHON .JOHN
EMILYCONROY.CHRISTINACOOK.JASON HAUDENSCHIELD.RYAN HEALEY. KATIE
CORDEIRO.ALLISONCORLEY. RICHARD HEFFEL.JENNIFERHENDERSON. BRIAN
CORTEZ . KENNETH COULSTRING . HESS . CASSANDRA HICKEY . HEATHER
MORGANCOYNE.EMILYCRAIG.STEPHEN HILLS . NICHOLE HIRSCH . JORDAN
CRAVEN . RYAN CRAWFORD . TYLER HISLOP.PAULHOLT.MICHAELHONRADO
CROTEAU.NATHANCROWLEY.MITCHEL .JASON HOWE. DEIDRE HUSSEY. MARK
CURRIE . RACHEL D'ALESSANDRO . lANNUCCI . ALLEN JOHNSON . JENNA
SAMANTHA D'ANDREA . MOLLY JOHNSON . SARA JOHNSON .

DABROWSKI.DANIELDALTON. MICHAEL CHRISTOPHER JOYCE . KANDISE
DALY. ASHLEY DAMEWOOD. JENNIFER KANELOS . DANIEL KEARNEY . RYAN
DAMON.HILLARYDANA.KELLYDANNER. KEARNEY.COURTNEYKELLER.GREGORY
COLLEEN DAVIS. ERIN DAVIS. HEATHER KELLY . LAURA KELLY . MICHAEL
DAVIS. KRISTENDEANDRADE. WESLEY KENERSON . MICHAEL KENNEDY .

DECOSTA.JULIEDELGRECO.AMYDEMAS. JEFFREY KING . LEO KOPP • ALLISON
KEVIN DENNIS . DEREK DESANTIS . KOSTKA . WILLIAM KRESSLER . ERICA
JACLYN DESCHENES . JARROD KROON . ANDREA KRUEGER . STACY
DEVINCENT . PAUL DEVINCENT • SCOTT KRZYZEWSKLTROYKYLE.JAMIELAMAS.
DEVINE.NICHOLASDIBENEDITTO.JAMES NICHOLAS LANCIONE . VINCENT
DICKEY.KATIEDODGE.KELLEYDOHERTY LANCIONE . RICHARD LAPORTE . TRAGI
.CRAIG DOLAN.KELLIDOLAN. GEORGIA LAYMAN . KIMBERLY LEACH . CAITLIN
DOLLOFF.KATHLEEN DONOVAN. DEBRA LEDWELL.AMANDALEDWITH.CASEYLEE
DOOLEY . KATHRYN DRAPEAU . JAMES . DAVID LEONARD . SARAH LEWIS .

DUMAS.JENNIFERDUNN.RACHELEARL. VICTORIA LEWIS . TAMRA LISSELL .

MEAGHAN EARNER . ANDREW EDDY . ANDREW LOGAN.ANTHONY LOMANNO.
CRYSTAL EDES . JENNIFER EDWARDS . KEVIN LONG . PETER LONG . AMBER
RYAN ELWELL. JESSICA ENGLE. STEVEN LOPRESTLMICHAELLOSCIUTCANDREW
ENRIGHT . KIMBERLY FAVA . CORRIE LUQUE • KELLIE MACDONALD . TARA
FERGUSON . JESSE FERNANDES . MACDONALD. BENJAMIN MACFARLANE.
MICHAEL FERNEZ . CARLTON PICKS . RYAN MACQUEEN.JUSTIN MADDY. KYLE
MICHAEL FISKE . KEVIN FITZGERALD • MADDY . MICHAEL MADEIROS . PAMELA
JENNIFER FOLEY. WHITNEY FONSECA. MAGUIRE . SHAWNA MALMBERG .

ADAM FORRESTER . EMILY FREDEY . WILLIAM MANGANELLO . ANTHONY
ROBERT FRIZZELL . MELISSA FULLER . MANGANCJONATHANMANN.RACHAEL
BRIANFURMAN.ALYSSAGAGE-STEFANIE MANOOGIAN . DEREK MARTIN . SEAN
GENTILE. JEFFREY GHILARDI. THOMAS MARTIN . SHAWN MARTIN . KAITLYN
GILLESPIE. BRANDON GILLETT. ADAM MASON . JOSHUA MATERN . JOSEPH
GILLIS . JESSICA GILMARTIN . ADAM MCANDREWS • LAUREN MCCAUL .

KRISTIE MCDERMOTT . BRENNA MCDONALD . LEE MCDONNELL • CAITLIN MCELLIGOTT . WILLIAM MCELMAN .

CHRISTOPHER MCEVOY . MARIEL MCGINN . RONALD MCGINNITY • RORY MCGRATH • CHRISTOPHER
MCMORROW . TINA MCNEILLY . MICHAEL MCPHEE . MATT MCRAE . KATLYNN MCSHARRY . JOHN
MERRICK . ROSS MERRILL . JEFFREY MERRITT . BRITTANY MERRY . ADAM METIVIER . DARRELL
METZGER . RICHARD MIELKE . BRANDON MIERS . KIEL MILUKEN . CATHERINE MITCHELL .

CHRISTINA MONACO . JENNA MONTANI . CHRISTOPHER MOORE . MICHAEL MORSE .

EMILY MUELLER . ERIN MULCAHY . MELISSA MULLANEY . BRITTANY MULLARKEY .

BRIAN MULLER . WILLIAM MULRAIN . CAITLIN MURPHY . ROBERT NASTASIA .

AMANDA NELSON . SAMERA NESSRALLA . KATHLEEN NEVINS . JAIME NOLAN
. KRISTOPHER O'CONNELL . RYAN O'CONNELL . SARAH O'CONNOR .

HOLLY O'DETTE . KERRI O'KEEFE . JACQUELINE O'KEEFFE . KAYLA
O'MALLEY . RYAN O'MALLEY . AMELIA OMAR . ERIC OPACHINSKI •
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ROBF
JASOr
PERRC
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NICOLE
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ROSEN • CHRISTOPHER ROWE • TYLER RUSCANSKY
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JRTNEYPARK.
PEEBLES. LISA
^INEPICKETT.
ACEY PRETTI .

LLIREARDON.
CHRISTOPHER

„ iPLEY .JOSEPH
LIANNA ROSE. JEFFREY
JENNIFER SABA .DAVID

SACHS.ELIZABETHSADLER.DOMANICSALE.ASHLEYSANBORN.LAURIESAUER.
LAURENSCHIER.ZACHARYSCHWARTING.ERINSELTER.ALEXANDRASEVERSON.
JEFFREY SEVIGNY . PAUL SEYFERT • ALLISON SHEDLOCK • DANIEL SHEEHAN •

KIMBERLYSHEERIN.MATTHEWSHERMAN.MATTHEWSIEGEL.MEGHANSIMMONS
. NICOLE SJOLIN. JONATHAN SKERRY .WOODWARD . VINCENT WORKMAN .

JENNIFERSKILUNGS.NICOLESMALLEY. ALLAN WRIGHT . NICOLE YEPEZ • ERIC
JOSHUASMEY.ERICSMITH.NEVINSMITH ZADORIAN . KYLE ZAWADZKI . KRISTEN
•ANNASNOEYENBOS.MATTHEWSNOW"
BRIDGET SOUTHWORTH • BRIANNE
STAHL . JILLIAN STANISH . MEGHAN
STANLEY.NELLSTEELE.KERRIESTEFFY.
LAUREN STOYLE . KAITLIN STRUBLE •

AIMEE STURGE . MATTHEW STURGE •

JOSHUASUGARMAN.LAURENSULLIVAN
. ERIC SUPPLE . JONATHAN SWICK •

NICOLESYLVIA. ETHAN TARANTO-KENT.
JAIME TAYLOR . STACY TEDESCO .

HEATHER TELFORD .JOSEPH TELLIER •

MICHAELTHOMAS. JAMES THOMPSON.
ERIC THORNLEY . JOANNA THORNLEY .

THOMAS THURBIDE . KATIE TIERNEY .

MELISSA TIRRELL . CHRISTINA
TRABUCCO.CHRISTOPHERTRANNGOC
MICHAEL TURA . LINDSAY VAN RIPER .

JULIO VASQUEZ . KAREN VENEZIA .

ANTHONY VERCOLLONE . ANDREA VU .

MICHAEL WALKER . SARAH WALL .

CHRISTOPHER WALLACE • BRANDON
WALSH . CHRISTINE WALSH .

CHRISTOPHER WALSH . SARAH
WARMINGTON.RUSSELLWATERHOUSE.
HEIDIWECKBACHER.KATHERINEWEISS.
EMILY WHITE . BRITTANY WHITING .

JOANNE WHITMAN . LAUREN WIDING .

JENNAWIGMAN.ALEXANDERWILL.EVAN
WILLIAMS . MEGHAN WOODBURY .

MICHELLE WOODFORD • KATIE
CHEVERIE.YVONNECHIAMPA.CATHERINE CHRISTIAN.

» ZEOLI . CHARLES ADAMS . KATHERINE
ADAMS . ELIZABETH AGHJAYAN .

BRENDAN AIKENS . LAURA ALBANO .

JUSTINALLEN.CHANELALSTON.JOSHUA
ANDERSON.ALAINAANGELLIS.ANDREW
ARCHER . ANDREA ARRUDA .MONA
ASHOUR . GREGORY ATKINS . JASON
AZEVEDO.CHERYLBABINO.CASSANDRA
BAILEY . KEITH BAKER . DANIELLE
BALDASSINI . RYAN BALDNER . DAVID
BARNARD . AIMEE BASILE . ANDREA
BAYLISS . TIMOTHY BEANE . KIMBERLY
BEATTY . NICOLE BECKER . MEAGHAN
BEFERA . COURTNEY BELLAVANCE .

AARON BENNETT . JAMES BENTING .

JENNABERGERON.MICHAELBERGERON
. ALEX BERRIO . SAMUEL BICKEL . JILL

BOGDANSKI . JULIANNE BORSARI .

LINDSEYBOSS.KEVINBOTSCH.WILLIAM
BOYLE. REBECCA BRACKETT. MICHELLE
BRADLEY . JOSEPH BREEN . MELANIE
BREEN.TYLERBRIGGS.MICHAELBRIGHT
• ASHLEY BRODIE . SHAWN BROGAN .

JENNIFER BRUNO . ANNE BUCKUS .

NICHOLASBURBA.KENDRABURNET.IAN
CALHOUN . JAMIE CAMERON . JOHN
CARELESS . CHRISTIAN CARTER . DELIA
CASEY . DANA CATALDO . JASON CHAFE •

MELISSA CHAMBERS . MARC
CHAMPAGNE.DAVRENCHARTIER.KEITH

MATTHEW CHRISTIAN . TRACEY CLAPP . KYLE CLARK
PATRICKCLARK. LAUREN CLUFF.JOSHUACOHEN. BRANDON COLAMECO.BRENTCOLLINS. ROBERT COLLINS.
SCOTT COLLINS . MEGAN COLTER . STEVEN COLWELL . MARC CONFORTO . SEAN CONNORS .EMILY CONROY .

CHRISTINACOOK.JASONCORDEIRO.ALUSONCORLEY. RICHARD CORTEZ. KENNETH COULSTRING. MORGAN
COYNE. EMILY CRAIG. STEPHEN CRAVEN. RYAN CRAWFORD. TYLER CROTEAU. NATHAN CROWLEY. MITCHEL
CURRIE.RACHELD'ALESSANDRO.SAMANTHAD'ANDREA.MOLLYDABROWSKI.DANIELDALTON.MICHAELDALY.
ASHLEYDAMEWOOD.JENNIFERDAMON.HILLARYDANA.KELLYDANNER.COLLEENDAVIS.ERINDAVIS.HEATHER
DAVIS.KRISTENDEANDRADE.WESLEYDECOSTA.JULIEDELGRECO.AMYDEMAS.KEVINDENNIS.DEREKDESANTIS
.JACLYNDESCHENES.JARRODDEVINCENT.PAULDEVINCENT.SCOTTDEVINE.NICHOLASDIBENEDITTO.JAMES
DICKEY.KATIEDODGE.KELLEYDOHERTY.CRAIGDOLAN.KELLIDOLAN.GEORGIADOLLOFF.KATHLEENDONOVAN.
DEBRADOOLEY.KATHRYNDRAPEAU. JAMES DUMAS. JENNIFER DUNN. RACHEL EARL. MEAGHAN EARNER.
ANDREW EDDY . CRYSTAL EDES .JENNIFER EDWARDS . RYAN ELWELL .JESSICA ENGLE . STEVEN ENRIGHT .

KIMBERLYFAVA.CORRIEFERGUSON.JESSEFERNANDES.MICHAELFERNEZ. CARLTON PICKS. MICHAELFISKE.
KEVINFITZGERALD.JENNIFERFOLEY.WHITNEYFONSECA.ADAMFORRESTER.EMILYFREDEY.ROBERTFRIZZELL.
MELISSAFULLER. BRIAN FURMAN.ALYSSAGAGE.STEFANIEGENTILE.JEFFREYGHILARDI.THOMASGILLESPIE.

BRANDON GILLETT . ADAM GILLIS .

JESSICAGILMARTIN.ADAM GOLDSTEIN.

lihrarv Patrick gorman . mara gould .

«.. . . n r«oi Uinh QohnnI SHANNONGRANEY.JENNIFERGUILFORD
Silver Lake Regional Hign bcnooi .davingummerus.kristinagurney.

'
Kifidston. l^tA 02364 Alexandra haas . Robert hackett .

^ NICOLE HALL . CHRISTOPHER HAMM .

STEPHANIE HANELT. DANIEL HARDING.
DEREK HARDING . SARAH HARDY .

JOSEPH HARR • CHRISTOPHER HARRIS •
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PEDICATION
Tha o\^e>e of 2.004 d&dlcat&e thalr yaarbook to Mr. Kaezanak

Mr. Kaszanak hag been a taachar at Silver Lake for the

paet four years. During this time, he has worked endlessly with

the class of 2004 as our Class Advisor.

Many of us know Mr. K.aszanek as a ^lolo^y teacher but we

all know him from the time he has spent with us working on class

activities.

Looking back to freshman year he et&pp&d up to welcome us

to Silver Lake. He c|,ulckly got to know us and started creating

the high school memories we will treasure for the rest of our

lives. He was there all four years helping us with the Homecom-

ing skits, theSophomore Social, Mr. Sliver Lake, and our Junior

Prom. He was the *Ryan Seacrest' of the Sliver Lake Idol and

the host of the first ever Emmy Night. He has given so much of

his time to us as a class, and so to thank him we have dedicated

our 2004 yearbook to him.

Thank you,

The Class of 2004

4 Dedication
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To The C/ass of20C>4 GmeiaO^

Ady heariiest congratli/oitions to each graduate ofthe

O/ass of2004. As ifou tmn/e I'rfo the ivorldofco/Zege or

i*/ork, a//the effortyou hoL/efjut into graduation oi/er the

years t^i//hoi/e reneiA/edmeaning in its rea/cffJication The

kncM//edge atwJskiffs you ha^/e acguiredatSii^r Lake

cotrtbinedtA/ith your ndtA^ ta/er^andabi/ities i^^iffmake a

signiffcarf contribution to our community and, for some of

you. the nation ar f̂jerhcfis the lA/oHd. The offjortunities in

our g/obafsociety ore en^ffess. I'ff/ook fonvardto hearing

ofyour successes. /Ceeftt /earning, ke^ gA^ing, stay heaffhy

ai^d> steyti to smeffthosefjro^/erbia/roses e%/ery day/

1

lavish you offthe ren/ords ofafsrodudA/e andhoffjy /i&.

Sincere/y.

"Dr. Gorvbn L NoseLforfhy ~ Sufferirtenderf

IwocJd/ike to e>ter^ny l)est i/vishes to t/ie O/ass

of2004 . 1h(^ you ail/ays remetdber Sii'er

Lake, noiton/y/or the ffne ec/uoe^onyou receA/ed

/)Ut a/so for the worv^lerffA//rienck thcfyou Aai/«

mode a/ong the i^oy. T-^ease /^eefy in touch ivith

Si/i/er La/^e ar^/etus knou/ how you are doing

from time to time or^retnetdber thotwe are aivoys

oi/oi/o/j/e shooddyou needhe/fy in your newjootrney.

RobertA. 44odge ~ AssistantSL^berintenderf

CongrcOu/o/fions to t/ie C/ass of2004. lam in conp/ete

ogreeme/Tt that n/e haue sf»/edrtie best/or /ast. This is the /ast

year ofSf/ier Lalfe Regiono/f^'gb Schoo/as n/e know it The

C/ass of2004 has set the bar cfo high /a^/or a//Atfure

o/asses to /offow. U/e hoda great^'ntweek anda great

homecomingJn sf>ik ofthe mo/d TJie C/ass of2004 has

/ashioneddianfjionsb^ at/Jefic teams, awan/winning artand

music studerfs, Ad/ancedT^ocemerf Scho/ars. Nationa/ /i4erit

CommefdedScho/ors ard/nM/e donatedcourdess service to

those /ess /ortUncte. You /u»/e taken A40AS Ik/ the reins and

m^hgh ejfiedafions throughout the curricu/uM. There is o star

s/w'ning in t/ie unA/erse bearing t/ie name ofeach andek/ery

menJ)er ofth's dass

You ha/e a//oquirednew ski//s and/io»/e new chaffenges to

meet Not on/g do you a/read^ know how to T*(^ a T^offJe, Trod

rj /?y. sing the chorus ofthe fvesA T^r/nce ofBkf-A/yandthe therrte song /rom Z^ck 7a/es. butgou have gainedtremendous know/edge and

insight /rom i/our teoc/iers ondfxtrer^ le/fxttto see greatness f^om offofyou. This is net the lU^i/ight ofyour education, but rodier t/ie dawn o

a new era ofachievement, a new era ofsuccess, andan era ofqood/teo/tb Best ofLuck to the C/ass of200^/1
Mr RichardJ fCeffeg - frinc^

6 Administration



Your Eng/i'sh teac/iers fnA^ no douJbttaughtyou tfiofi^Aen gA/en a series

ofeMOnp/es, t/ou sfiouklsok/e the be^ eftvrfJe /or /ast. The C/ass of

2004 is the /ast^ii/er Ixtke graduating c/ass /rotn the /our toivn region

As such, you hoi/e i4f}he/c/the tradition ofsa/ing the t)estf>r /asf. The

fjages ofthis yeorboo/f ckcumerft/^e O/ass of2004s success in

numerous tvaysS /rotn ^xnfs to exodefnics' /rotn the visuo/arts to the

fjer/orm'ng arts/ /rotn gating in^oA/edin schoo//x^iKes to sen/ing the

/arger coMtnunity

Sii^er La/fe has sat/edits hestf>r /ast. Congregations on your

(x/t'ei/enierfs. As you ens/this era. you begin the nejf chafiter ofyour /A/es..

Stif> to the /idure tivith the same enthusiasm /or iKConfj/ishmerfyou\/e

sho^i/n here, /enghf&n your stride, andoivays /feefy /earning.

EaUardT^kinn - -/-/ousemast&r

To the C/ass of200^.

You are a very ^/jeciof c/ctss ivith hour^ess enthusiasm, to/erf. ^'rit.

arwJ/eodersh^. Through your /our years ofStiver Lake, you have gained

the octxJemic kna^/edge to/jursue your creams. You /lave a/so made

(rier^/i^ iiviih s^xderts /rom a///our toiA/ns that neither time nor ctstonce

wi///)reak. The entire Sik/er La/^e scftoo/community ta/fesfjride. a/ong

with your /ami/y in your acconfj/ishmerts. Use your ta/ents to make a

(Mkrertce in this ivor/d/ Iw&h you a /idure Med^ith success and

hcffjfness.

Sincere/y.

Lua'7^ecord~ -/-fousemasier

7IS E//iotwrote "U/hcti>ve ca//the /)eginniny & o/fen the end And

to make an er^is to ma/re a /)eginn/ng. The endis lA/here t/ve stcuf

/rom'.' This cou/dnothe any truer /or the C/ass of2004. As

you are et^'ng a chcfikr in your /^ otSiA^er La/ie. you are

oSoutto /}egin a neiv one. Ii^ish each ofyou the /)est of/uck in the

AdU/e or^/k^ thatyou ottafn your goa/s.

B^U/ishes.

Thu/Z?. i/iera ~ 4-fousemaster

Administration 7



ART

BUSINESS

ENGLISH

Lorena DeCristofaro Maureen Meyer Jane Napolitano Tammy VonTrotta

Mona Boulrisse Marilyn Howe Ronald lovanna Robert Osgood Mama Shultz

imcla Curtis \)cb' William Donovan Kathleen Diane Leah Dunay

8 Faculty



ENGLISH
Continued

Martha Mutrie Anne O'Connor Anthony Rizzitano Kristin Saniuk J. Scott Turley

Jayne Kelly Judith Madden Danna Wadsworth

Shirley Garuti Buffy Hmes Meryl Jacobson Margaret Jordan Lidia Katraw

FAMILY AND
CONSUMER
STUDIES

FOREIGN
LANGUAGE

June Maloney David McCarthy Sylvanna Myr Allen Tassinari James Welton

Faculty 9



GUIDANCE

Donna Brown Ruth Carrigan Renee Donohue Marilyn Gilchrist Bob Laughlin

HEALTH

INDUSTRIAL
TECHNOLOGY

LIBRARY

Greg Black David Murray Michael I'iwaruna^^ Robert Scott

MUSIC

Judith Cond( Keiiev Del'ascua Jon Lay

10 Faculty



MATH

Eric Flaherty Linda Gould Valerie Mahtesian Jane Mclntire Brendan Mosher

PHYSICAL
EDUCATION

.t>\lRllllr

Brian Bellinger Richard Boulrisse Scot Evans Colleen Gibbons Linda Maynard

Faculty 11



SCIENCE

SOCIAL
STUDIES

Christine Stefani Karyn Townsend Frederick Watson

:» V

Jeffrey Doyle

12 Faculty



William Dries Steve Fernandez Meredith Fogarty Edward Gallagher Steven Giambanco

Alexis Howell Lawrence Hunt Kathleen LeClair Stephen Martin Antonio Pina

Lynne Place David Rix Jamie Schweer Dennis Tavares

Paula Brennan Kathleen Cashin Mary Gazzola Patricia Gillespie John Goggin

Kathleen Lane James Malone Margaret McSweeney- Donna Pejouhy Cheryl Piwarunas

Martin

SOCIAL
STUDIES
Continued

SPECIAL
NEEDS

Faculty 13



SPECIAL
NEEDS
Continued

CARREER
AND
TECHNICAL
EDUCATION

Michael Agostini Donald Arsenault Mark Batchelor Peter Erving Frederick Gilbert

Diane Nielsen Barbara Pinimk'l

INFORMATION
SPECIALIST

)bert I'lnveil Antliony Ruff in! Kenneth Wilson

NURSES

Michael Stringer Catherine Cameron Barbara Clraham

14 Faculty



SECRETARIES

Linda Armstrong Joanne Dart Mary Hull Betty Lewis Dianne Messier

Susan Moneypenny Karen St.Pierre Kathy Tierney

TITLE ONE DISCIPLINE
SPECIALIST

AIDES

Cynthia Arsenault Ginny LaCross Karen Cameron Georgianne Doucette Kathy-Ann DuBois

Carol Fabrizio Paula Guilford Louise Janhola Judy Laniewski Carolyn Marsh

Facility 15



.\IDE5
Continued sn^
LIBR.\R\ .-VIDES

:sar. Mor^

ATHLETIC
TR.\IXER

\'OCATIOXAL
LLASOX

SCHOOL
PS\CHOLC>GI5T

COORDINATORS

Rjchard ^^2mclck

and Soc^^ 5«njdie<-

, An. famiJy and Consumei
, Director ot Occupa- (Athletic Director)

Science, IndustriaJ Tech. and tional Programs;
Musici
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18 Faculty



Un lolping memory of

^hirley Qaruti
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Teaching during 1980
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Elementary Nfv

Elementary 23
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Halifax Elementary
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Plympton Elementary
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Plympton 29
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Meghan Simmons, Icssica Gilmartin, Michelk

Woodford and Lauren Schier before prom
The wheels on the trolley go round and round

ssrpj

Jen Damon, Alyssa Paul, Kristen Deandrade, Lianna Rose,

Katie Tierney and Nicole Puniello are all smiles
Stacey Pretti, Lisa Perroncello and

Heidi Weckbacher are a stunning trio

Traci Layman, Ahmili > 'mmi |ciin I oIcv
,
|amic

Cameron, Katie Woodward, Lauren McCaul and

Jill Oteri fight the cold for a picture

38 Junior I'rom

Kelli Keardon, Allison Shedlock, Kathleen Nevins,

Lauren Cluff, Cassie Hickey, Yvonne Chiampa, Bridget

Southworth and Deidre Hussey are ready for the night



Christian Carter poses with Amelia Omar
to show off his vest

Danielle Baldassini, Katherine Weiss, Nicole Smalley

and Caitlin Murphy pose outside the ballroom

The boys stop to take a picture in their

tuxedos, aren't they handsome?

Prom Queen & King:

Caitlin Ledwell and Chris Walsh

Junior Prom 39
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Dear Class of 2001,

tfwn though it seems like a time without end, it was only four short jears a^o that the Class of 2004 came to ^^^^
Siluer fake Rej^ional 'Ifiqh School, The anxietj and excitement was tremendous and we were in for manj new ^nd^BH^^
exciting chaiiges, tis we entered this new campus, we were clueless about what to expect, We feared the upper- i I

'^

classmen, 5c>minute periods and the concept o{ "l:(ouses". J| g

^.^ 5ortunateIij, thanks to our exceptional facultj and administration, our transition was a lot easier than anjone had ,.^

^^^^^ expected, fis for the upperclassmen, we were thankful thej didn't Hue up to the tjpical stereotype and we soon ^^^^^
^tf^fm found ourselues becomiiig uerijjood friends as the jears progressed, ^^^h^^

\^ There was one thin^ that becomes apparent as we proceed through our high school jears. There was a certain 'Iv
^

unitj that we bejan to form, a unitj that m other class has possessed. This was euident through our participation
*

'^V in Spirit and Carniual Weeks, We transformed into a competitiue and spirited class. We cheered on our classmates •

*

ridinj the mini tricjcle, slobbering "pie", and^oirig after each other with nothing on but Sumo underwear! ^^^
-6s time progressed we each impressed a role for oui^elues. We were different from other classes. While \^^

jrowinj in our own waj and caruinj out our own indiuidualitj, we still managed to remain as one, J realised this ^t |\ ^ w
the senior Bar-J3-^e, There, J saw the^roup of students minjlin^, joofmj off smilinj, and occasionally sinjinj

^

to "5resh Sounds"jammiiig music, all of us together, united as one. These were the same students who came to

this school as little freshmen who stuck bj each other and who still support each other in whateuer thej set out to

do,

We haue jrown and haue become a jroup of students who can be admired and respected, Some of us haue

deuoted our times to sports, studies, friends, the arts, relationships, school inuoluement and euen partjinj, The

defmition of a "R.ole Wodel" is a person who serues as a model in a particular behauioral or social role for another

person to emulate, ^% beinj Siluer fake Regional Tfigh School's last class, we are the role models who are setting

the examples for the underclassmen.

Do not forget whatjou haue learned here at Siluer fake; it will be priceless in the jeai^s ahead. Set joals in

life as jou did at Siluer fake with sports, academics, and life,

Remember where jou'ue come from. Do not forget the crisp air on Sirrico 5ield, Do not foi^get all the Spirit

and Carniual Weeks. Do not forget the times that we were together as one, a unified class that succeeded then and

will succeed in the future, Do not forget the jreat facultj who coached us into wise jouiig adults. Do not for^qet

Siluer fake Regional Ifigh School, where we all came from different towns and came together as one, -rind most

importantly, do not forget each other, J belieue in jou to achieue jour joals and to succeed in life, ^ou make who

jou are!

_5ood fuck to jou all, Wuch foue,

Caitlin fedwell

Class President of 2004
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Charles Adams

'Trying is the first step towards failure."

Katherine Elizabeth

Adams
Elizabeth Anne

Aghjayan
"Through dangers untold and hardships .^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^ j^^j,,

unnumbered I have fought my way
here..."

Thanks to parents, friends, family, and I'd like to thank the academy, my loving Thanks to my family, for catching me
others that have helped. family, Amanda, Andrea, Britteny, when I fall and for helping me to spread

Curtis, & John. my wings.

Brendan M. Aikens Laura Albano

"1 want to leave the world a better place "Learn from yesterday, live for today,

than I found it" hope for tomorrow."

"Through personal experiences life can

be unfair. But, each time something han

and challenging happened to me it had

marked the beginning of a new era."

Thanks Mom, Dad, Herb, Lauren, Justin, Thank you to everyone! Mom, Dad, and I would like to thank my family for

Amy, Cheryl, Adam, my friends & Nana. Jen, I Love You! Good Luck Class of supporting me this final year.

2004!
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Joshua Paul Anderson Alaina Petrina Angellis Andrew Archer

A determined soul will do more with a

asty monkey wrench than a loafer will

ccomplish with all the tools in a

lachine shop" -Robert Hughes

"I'm done resenting you, you repre-

sented me so well" -Foo Fighters

"If you ever drop your keys into a river

of molten lava, let 'em go, because, man,
they're gone."

hank you to my Mom and Dad, Tim
id Laura, and all of my friends.

Thanks to the extended family, the rest

of my friends, Zoem and Napolean-

Grazie

If I don't see ya...keep on truckin'. Good
stuff

Andrea Grace Arruda Mona Ashour Gregory Atkins

jA^e can't spend our lives thinking what "What you are is God's gift to you, and "Anger is never without reason, but

\. we have to think what is." what you become is your gift to God." seldom a good one."

Anonymous

tanks Mom, Dad, Matt, Ashlee,

aniella, and Nora. To all my friends,

anks, I love you.

Thanks Mom and Mady for all you have

given me, and to all my friends. Good
Luck!

Thanks to my family, friends, and my
teachers.
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Jason Azevedo Cheryl Babino Cassandra Bailey

'Ultimately, the only power to which

nan should aspire is that which he

exercises over himself."

"The best way to change your belief

system is to change the truth about you.

What you actually do is more important

than what you say you'll do."

"For the last four years the doors have

been closed now let the real ones open.

rhank you Mom, Dad, Mark, and all my
'riends for your love and support.

Thanks to everyone that has always been

there for me. Will- 1 LOVE YOU MORE!
Thanks to my Grandma, family, and

friends for making my high school years

awesome!

Keith Michael Baker

"Welcome the task that makes you go

beyond yourself." -Frank McGee

Danielle Baldassini Ryan Baldner

"it's not the fashion but the passion

makes us strong."

that

TTianks to Mom, Dad, and all of my
music teachers. You've made the

difference for me.

Thanks to my family, my cat, Emily,

Kim, and Engle. You guys are the best!

Thanks Mom, Dad, Kris, Jill, and to al

my friends especially to Teddy and

Charlie.
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David Barnard Aimee Basile Andrea Bayliss

If we ever forget that we are one nation

inder God, then we will be a nation

;one under..." -Ronald Reagan

"Love is every where, in family, and more "I shall always decide not to decide,

importantly in friends. They are the ones unless of course I decide to change my
who keep you sane. Oh, and I just wanted mind."

to say that puppies just have fun."

Tianks Mom, Dad, Joel, Russel, Krystal,

3sh, Nana, Bev, Doris, Gram, Pa, Ed,

nd Russ.

Thanks to my family and my friends

who kept me out of the darkness within

me.

Thanks to my Mom, Dad, Jen, and friends

for putting up with me for so long.

^^l^^^l
^^^P^'<^ ^^^H

'^^^^^^^1

Timothy Beane Kimberly Beatty Nicole Becker

There is only one right way, but there

re many roads to get there."

"The more I know, the less I understand.

All the things I thought I'd figures out,

I'm learning again." -Don Henley

"Dance like nobody is watching, sing

like nobody is listening, and love like

you'll never get hurt."

'hank you Mom and Dad for everything ThanksMom, Austie, Nana, Gramps, Mark, Thank you Mom, Dad, Justin, and my
nd thank you my Lord and Savior. and all my friends. I love you all! XOXO friends and family for your support.
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Courtney Bellavance Aaron Bennett

"First they ignore you, then they laugh at "The greatest pleasure in life is doing

you, then they fight you, then you win." what people say you cannot do."

James Joseph Benting

"It is clear the future holds great opporti

nities. It also holds pitfalls. The trick vv

be to avoid the pitfalls, seize tl

opportunites, and get home by six o'c lock

Thanks Mom, Dad, and Jay. Special thanks Thanks to Dad, Mom, and Ma, and my I would like to thank my family, teacht

to all my bodacious friends, I Love You! friends for all the love and support. and Heather for helping me get this fai

Jenna Ruth Bergeron Michael W. Bergeron Alex Berrio

"It is never "just" another day. It's

another chance; a new opportunity, a

new beginning" -William Wordsworth

"Could it be that imagination is more

important than education, or is it just

that education lacks imagination?"

Thank you Mom, Dad, (;reg,Jol, Tina, Mill, Thank you to all my friends and family I Ihanks it's been real, its been fun, but:

and K.T. for all your love and support! have met along the way. hasn't been real fun!
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Jill M. Bogdanski

ecome the kind of person who
ghtens a room just by entering it."

Julianne J. Borsari Lindsey A. Boss

"There's many among us who feel that Ufe "All that matters is what makes you
is but a joke. You and I we've been through happy."

that this is not our fate let us know & talk

falsely the hours getting late."

anksMom, Dad, Emily, Julie and friends. Mom, Dad, Marcus, Nicole, Meg, Kandise, Mom, Dad, Cory, Vonny, Jeff. . . I couldn't

Duldn't have done it without you. I couldn't have done it without you. have done it with out you. Love you all.

Kevin Botsch William Boyle

'edicating yourself to riding is like "The ultimate measure of a man is not

ing on tour with a rock band. Not a lot where he stands in moments of comfort,

; money but plenty of good times, but where he stands at times of challenge

[ighs, and weirdness." and controversy."

Rebecca W. Brackett

"You get the best out of others when you

give the best of yourself."

anks to my family, friends, and people Thank you Mom, Dad, Mandy, Jen, family. Thank you to my family and friends for

de with, Dick Mauls. and friends! I love you all! Thank you! all your love and support.
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Michelle J. Bradley

"In the end my friend we will all be

together again."

Joseph Breen

'Keep on keeping on."

Melanie Lauren Breer

"Memories not only of music and joy

and youth, but perhaps, of dreams"

Thanks to my family and friends. Leo I would like to thank my family,

and Mariel, I Love you guys!

Thanks to my friends, family, and Joe. 1

love you all.

Tyler Briggs

"Every artist dips his brush in his own
soul, and paints his own nature into his

pictures."

Michael Bright

"Life is very short, and there's no time

for fussing and fighting my friend."

-John Lonnon & Paul McCartney

I would like to thank everyone who has Thanks to Mom, Dad, Colleen, and all

helped me to reach anti surpass my goals. my friends who have been with me.

Ashley Brodie

"Being happy doesn't mean that every-

thing is perfect. It means that you've

decided to look beyond the imperfec-

tions."

1 would like to thank Mom and Dad fo

helping mc to become the person I am.
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Jennifer Lynne Bruno Anne L. Buckus Nicholas C. Burba

^ate can only bring you so far. Once
)u're there, it's up to you to make
ings happen."

"If you can't laugh, you know what's the

problem?"

"Sometimes life seems like a dream,

especially when I look down and see that

I forgot to put my pants on"

tanks to my friends and family for

)ur support and encouragement. I love

Thank you to my family, and friends

who appreciated me. Good Luck!

Thanks Mom, Dad, Katie & Casey for all

your love and support. Love you baby girl.

Kendra Caitlin Burnet Ian M. Calhoun Jamie L. Cameron

Dream as if you'll live forever... live as

you'll die today." -James Dean
"No matter how big or soft your bed is

you still have to get out of it, but I don't

want to."

"In this great future you can't forget

your past." Bob Marley

Let the good times roll!

[cm, Dad, Chris, Mkay, Ole, and Kristina,

lank you for all your support. I love you
Thanks to my family & friends who have

helped me to get through these years!

Thanks fam, Stacy, & my Nookies, Girls,

"It was a crazy game of poker!" Much love!
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John R. Capeless Christian W. Carter Delia Casey

"Make the best of what is given to you "Crime control, not gun control"

because you don't know what you've got - Charleton Heston
until it's gone."

"A little nonsense now and then is

relished by the wisest men."

Thanks to my family and friends that Thanks Mom and Dad, Big L. C. and all Thank you Mom, Dad and Sean for

have supported me over the years. the people I forgot to mention. everything, and my friends for the good

times.

Dana Cataldo Jason Michael Chafe Melissa D. Chambers

"There is no good or evil, only percep-

tion."

"I could walk the line if it wasn't too

straight."

"To accomplish great things we must nc

only act but also dream not only drtMin

but also believe."

Thanks to all my friends and family who Thanks Dad, Mom, Tanya, Buddy, the

have influenced me, for better or worse. fellas, R.l.P. Brack. Bro's for life.

Mom, Dad and LeAnn thank you for all

your support. I love you!
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Marc A. Champagne

better late than never."

Davren Chartier Keith Cheverie

"Only those who dare to fail greatly can "You see things, and you say things,

ever achieve greatly." "Why?" But I dream things that never

were, and I say, "Why not?"

lank you family for helping me make Thanks Mom, Dad, Nate, Aust, and al

my friends.

I would like to thank my family and

friends, you guys are the best!

Yvonne Chiampa Catherine Lynn Christian Matthew Christain

iHi only live once - but if you work it "We are on to bigger & better things. What- "Don't let time pass you by. Take control

;h t, once is enough.

"

ever path you choose, go for it with your all and make the most out of your life and

& never give up. Remember if you work don't be afraid to be different."

hard your dreams can be achieved."

anks to my family, friends, team. To my wonderful parents for raising me Thanks Mom, everyone on the frisbee

idsey, and Erica. You made my life right, I love you. Aunt & Uncle for your team. Pep band, and a special thank you

nplete. love & support, & Bill. to Sue.
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Tracey Clapp Kyle Patrick Clark Patrick Michael Clark

'The journey inbetween what you once

tvere and who you are now becoming is

A'^here the real dance of life takes place."

"Try not to become a man of success, but

rather a man of value" Albert Einstein

VIom, Dad, Jackie, Jay & my girls, you're I thank Mr. Powell, Mr. Ruffini, and my Thanks to Mom, Bob, Mike, family, and
:ruly amazing Thank you, I love you all. family. I love you Lauren. friends for making me who I am today.

Lauren Anne Cluff Joshua Lyle Cohen Brent Collins

'When oni' door closes, there is always "Standing tali, this brick memorial of "You better live your best and act your

1 window open, you just have to look for stories from our past, though carved in best and think your best today, for today

t." stone, each scene erodes with time." is the sure preparation for tomorrow and

all the other tomorrows that follow."

rhank you Mom, Dad, Scott, and
.'veryone who has been there for me.

Thanks to my friends who have always

been there for me and my entire family.
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Robert J. Collins Megan Colter Steven Colwell

Remember yesterday, live for today,

ope for tomorrow!"

"There is always some madness in love. "Blessed is he who learns to laugh at

But there is also some reason in mad- himself, for he shall never cease to be

ness." entertained."

hanks to Mom, Dad, David, Laura, and Thanks Mom, Dad, Bill, Mike, Trac, Much love to my entire loving family, all

1 my friends that have been there for Diddle,Cristen, Kendra & Greg. You are my friends, Alyssa and the band. Thanks!

le. my everything.

Marc J. Conforto Sean Michael Connors Emily Conroy

'Don't put it off, procrastinate now' "Genius is of small use to a woman who
does not know how to do her hair"

I'd like to thank my friends and family Thanks Mom, Dad, Joshua, Alexis,

and my girlfriend Allison. Thanks to my friends who made the

years unforgettable.
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Jason M. Cordiero Allison M. Corley Kenneth R. Coulstring

"You can't catch anything if your line is

not in the water."

"When one door closes another opens,

but we often look so long & so regret-

fully upon the closed door that we don't

see the one which has opened for us."

"Learn to laugh at your troubles and

you'll never run out of things to laugh

at."

Thanks to my Mom, Dad, Nana, Bros

and Tracey. You guys make my life truly

incredible.

Thank you to my family. Bud, Holly,

Brianna & my boyfriend Sean! I love you
guys.

Mom & Dad thanks for all you have

done for me; it's my turn to open up the

wallet.

Morgan J. Coyne Emily North Craig Stephen F. Craven

"Life moves pretty fast, if you don't stop

and look around once in a while you
could miss it."

"You have so many relationships in this

life, only one or two will last. Hold on to

the ones who care, because in the end

they'll be the only ones there."

"It is a mistake to look too far ahead.

Only one link in the chain of destiny car

be handled at one time."

Thanks Mom, Carolyn, Chris and all my
friends. I love you all. 1 miss and love

you Dad.

Ihanks Dad, Alison, Natalie, Danielle

and my family and friends.

Thanks to my Mom, Dad, Kelly, Jessie

and ail my friends. Good luck everyone.
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Ryan James Crawford Kristen Croke Tyler Croteau

Vhy don't they make the whole plane

It of that black box stuff?"

"Knowledge speaks, but wisdom
listens." - Jimi Hendrix

"When the day begins to break like the

tears that run across your cheek stand

straight and imagine you then in the things

and the way they could have been."

lank you: Mom, Dad, Bart, Ashley,

>hua. Grandma, Neil Bowler and the

hwartings.

Thank you Mom, Dad & Dan for all of

your love, support and understanding.

Dad, Mom, Greg and Lily I love you and

thank you for all you've done for me.

Nathan Crowley Mitch J. Currie Rachel C. D'Alessandro

'ou got to be careful if you don't know
lere you're going, because you might
•t get there." - Yogi Berra

"There are many thing that I would like

to say to you but I don't know how."

-Oasis

lanks to my Mom, Dad, family, friends

d Sophie.

Thanks Mom, Dad, Nany, Pap, Nana,

Steve, Dave, Rich, Nichole and Bradley.

Thanks for teaching me that the only

person I can rely on is myself.
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Samantha D'Andrea Molly R. Dabrowski

"Nothing spoils the taste of peanut

butter like unrequited love."

-Charlie Brown

"I would rather have a moment of

wonderful than a lifetime of nothing

special."

Daniel Dalton |

"No matter how crazy you think you are,

there is always someone crazier. Me!"
|

Thank you Mom, Dad, and Mike. I love Thanks to my friends and family for

vou guvs! And my two "sisters" Carrie & their unconditional love and support.

Cake.

Thank you Jim Morrison.

Michael R. Daly Ashley K. Damewood Jennifer N. Damon

"The greater the obstacle, the more glory "Let choice whisper in your ear and love "You must always have faith in people,

in overcoming it." murmur in your heart, get ready here Most importantly, you must always hav(

comes life." faith in yourself."

Thanks to Mom, Dad, Mark, family and

friends for everything.

Faith, family, and friends enchance my Thanks to all my family and friends tor

everyday. everything. Good luck class of 2004!
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Hillary Ann Dana Kelly Marie Danner Colleen Keveney Davis

"he moment may be temporary, but the "Don't be anything less than everything "The most wasted of all days is that on
emory lasts forever." you can be." which one has not laughed."

lank you Mom, Dad, Erik, Mike, and Thanks to my family, friends, and Ms. D. Thank you Mom, Dad, Chris, John, and

e girls for an awesome year. 1 love you for making it all worthwhile. the girls for always being there. I love

you!

Erin Marie Davis Heather Davis Kristen E. DeAndrade

ank you to my friends, midget.

"To be yourself in a world that is con- "Once we accept our limits we go

stantly trying to make you something else beyond them."

is the greatest accomplishment because

the hardest battle is to just be you."

I want to say thank you to my Mom,
Dad, and my family and friends.

All of my love and thanks to my family

and friends. 2004, memories last forever.
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Wesley DeCosta Julie DelGreco Amy Kristen Demas

"A vision without action is a daydream. "If you follow your dreams, you wil

Action without vision is a nightmare." succeed in life."

"Like a bolt out of the blue, fate steps in

and sees you through when you wish '

upon a star your dreams come true."
j

Thanks to my Mom and Dad and all my Thank you to my family and teachers for Thanks Mom, Dad, Chris and all my
relatives that helped me & the tailgaters. being supportive throughout the years. friends. I love you. Good Luck 2004!! I

Kevin Campbell Dennis Derek Desantis Jaclyn Ann Deschenes

"Every man dies, not every man really

lives."

"A ship in the harbi)r is safe, but that'

not what ships are made for."

Thanks to all my friends, family and

teammates.

Thanks to all of my family and friends Thanks to Heater kids! Thanks for bein^

who helped me get through high school. there for me. Remember the good days.'

Liiv you fam! '
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Jarrod DeVincent Paul DeVincent Scott A. Devine

efeat never comes to any man until he

tnits it." - Josephus Daniels

"Now it's morning but last night's on my
mind. There's something I need to get off

my chest & no matter what may come to

shine, the dream will always be mine."

"Yesterday is history, tomorrow is a

mystery, today is a gift."

'ould like to thank my family, friends

d teachers who have helped me.

Thanks to my family, you're the best. To
my friends, it's been fun, to the next step.

Thanks to Mom, Dad, Kristen, Marc and
my grandmothers. To my friends - much
love.

Nicholas DiBeneditto Katie J. Dodge Kelley Ann Doherty

love the truffle shuffle." "Whenever you think you want to give it

all up, think of all the reasons you never

did before."

"They say your life flashes before your

eyes when you die - well I want mine to

be worth watching."

anks Dad, Mom, Matt, John and
Kayla.

Thanks to my family and friends for

being there through the good and the

bad.

Thank you to my family and my best

friend Sarah.
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Kelli Dolan GiGi Dolloff Kathleen E. Donovan

"In three words I can sum up everything

I've learned about Hfe: It goes on."

"We need to make a decision, leave

tonight or live and die this way."
- Traci Chapman

"You may forget, but let me tell you this

someone in some future time will think \

of us." i

Thanks Mum, Dad and Staci for your

love. To my friends, thanks for the

memories.

I love you Matt. Dad, Mom, Matt, Sylvia,

Bill, Vicky, Kristin, Brennan & Andrea, 1

love you. NYC, I'm on my way.

Thank you to my family for the support

& my friends for the memories - Thank

you Ross, you complete me.

1^1
^HV'ir

22
Debra Lynne Dooley

"Dance like no one is watching, sing like

no one is listening, love like you've

never been hurt, and live like everyday is

your last."

Thank you to my loving family and
friends, I love you with all my heart.
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Katie Drapeau

"She has two sets of ears: one for hearing

in the mundane world... the other for

hearing the soul." - Tara Leonard

Mom and Dad thanks for your support!

Mike, I love you! Girls, thanks for

goodtimes.

James C. Dumas Jr.

"The best way to predict the future is
'

create it."

Thank you Dad, Mom, Gram and all of

my teachers as well as Petroccvich.



Jenna Lynne Dunn Rachel Elizabeth Earl Meaghan Earner

ou will find as you look back upon
ur life that the moments when you
ve truly lived are the moments when
u have done things in spite of love."

"I'll remember the things I did for a "The secret of life is enjoying the passage

while, but I'll remember the people I did of time."

them with forever."

lanks friends and family for trusting

d believing in me and loving me for

Thanks Mom and Dad. Paul (Mickey) I

love you. To my friends, Good Luck!

Thanks Mum, Dad, Ashley, Hannah and
Coleman. Good luck and thanks to all

my friends.

Andrew Eddy Crystal Edes Jennifer S. Edwards

Jl in all, it's been a waste of a million

ars that I've walked with my head on
i ground."

"Everything has been figured out, except "Never give up & always remember

how to live." those who were there when you needed

them. They will be the ones who mean
the most & are the hardest to leave."

"lank Mr. Powell, Mr. Erving and Mr.
lefini.

Thank you to my family and to my Thanks to all my friends that have been

friends, both old and new. You mean the there and also my Mom and Dad, Marc

world. and Mike.
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Ryan D. Elwell

"Absent he is a character understood but

present he is a face respected."

Jessica Engle

"When I think back on all the stuff I

learned in high school, it's a wonder I

can think at all."

Steven M. Enright Jr.

"And the spirit of God moved upon t

face of the water". Gen 2:11 Every wave,

sacred. The only easy day was yesterdaj

Thanks Mom & Dad, Grandma & family Thanks to my whole family. Emily, Kim, I want to thank my Mom and Dad, I alj

for your support through high school, Danielle and everyone else, I love you want to thank my close friends.

Grandpa, I will miss you a lot. all.

Kimberly Lynn Fava

"Life is short, and when you want
something, you really have to go for it.

Corrie J. Ferguson Jesse Nicole Fernande

"Don't do whatever you like, like

whatever you do."

"You must be the change you wish to s

in the world." -Mahatma Gandhi i

Mom, Dad and Kaitlyn thanks for

everything, I love you. My baby boy, I

l()\(' vou.

Thank you Mom, Dad, Derek and Jay. I I give thanks to all who have chall.mgO'

love you, thanks to all my friends. and made me better.
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Carlton Picks Michael D. Fiske Kevin Fitzgerald

n't do what is expected, be different

others will follow in your path."

'A good worker is a happy worker. "Success is the ability to go from one

failure to another with no loss of

enthusiasm."

)uld like to thank everyone who has I would like to thank all those who were Thank you Mom, Dad and Mrs. Mutrie

)ed me; friends, family & teachers. there for me. Thanks Mom. for pushing me to my full potential.

Jennifer Foley

you agree that we are lost

...among the lost we shall survive.

-OAR

Whitney M. Fonseca

"Dreams are the touchstones of our

character."

Adam Forrester

"Challenges are what make life interest-

ing, overcoming them is what makes like

meaningful."

\ks Mom, Dad & the rest of my
ly, Jonny and the girls, I love you!

I would like to thank Mom, Dad,

Venessa, Alexis & Aariyah for always

being by my side, I love you.

Thanks Mom, Dad, Tana, Kyle, Brendan,

Chris & Mike for all your support.
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Emily Ann Fredey

"Once in a while you get shown in the

light in the strangest of places if you look

at it right."

Melissa Fuller

"Yesterday is history, tomorrow is a

mystery and today is a gift; that's why
they call it the present."

Brian "Jake" Furman

"Many of life's failures are people who
did not realize how close they were to

success when they gave up."

Thanks Mom, Dad, Matt and Michelle.

Thanks Tom for being right where I

needed you.

Thanks Mom, Dad, Brenna, Laura and all

of my other friends for always being

there.

I would like to thank my parents,

coaches, teachers and friends for their

support.

uAUriCA

Alyssa A. Gage Stefanie E. Gentile Jeffrey Ghilardi

"Great things are done more through

courage than wisdom."

"Character is like a tree and reputation "I'd rather push a Chevy, than drive a

like it's shadow. The shadow is what we Ford."

think of it, the tree is the real thing."

Tliank you Mom, Dad, Matthew and

Holly for your love and support.

I want to thank my Dad, Mom and

friends for always being there for me.

Thank you for all your support Mom,
Dad, Matt, Marc, josh, and Emily.
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Tom Gillespie Brandon William Gillett Adam Gillis

jive a man a fish and he has food for a

ly; teach a man to figh and you can get

i of him for an entire weekend."

"Dance as if no one were watching, sing

as if no one were listening and live

everyday as if it were your last."

"I don't want to achieve immortality

through my work... I want to achieve it

through not dying."

tank God I am finally out of here! To my parents, sisters, friends and
teachers. Special thanks to the man
upstairs.

Thanks a bunch Mom, Dad and friends.

Jessica L. Gilmartin Adam Moore Goldstein Patrick Gorman

he only thing that stays the same is

it everything changes."

"If you just put your hands in mine,

we're going to leave all our troubles

behind. We've got to walk and don't

look back."

"I guess it's not so much a time machine

as it is a dodgeball cannon."

3m, Dad, Dave, Nan, thanks for your
pport. Bri, forever will you be in my
art.

Mom, Dad, Bobby, rest of family, Peter,

Josh, Barkety, Mandy, Dave, Oscar & Joe

rock!
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Mara C. Gould Shannon A. Graney Jennifer Guilford

'No man is an island." "A friend is one who knows all about

you and likes you anyway."

'Cherish each day like it's your last.

Thank you Mom, Dad, Ryan, Erin and all Mom, Dad, Girls, Kellie, thanks for all

my friends for your love and support. your love and support, I never would
have made it.

Thanks to my family and friends for

being there through the hard and good
times.

Kristina M. Gurney Alexandra Haas Robert Hackett

"My dearest friend if you don't mind, I'd "if there's anything I've learned all these "I'm here for a good time, not a long

like to join you by your side. Where we years on my own it's how to find my time."

can ga/e into the stars, and sit together, own way there, and how to find my own
now and forever." way back home."

Thanks to my parents and my brother.

Also thanks to Adam and Nana, R.l.P.

We made it. Thanks Mom & Dad, my
Jerry's & siblings. Steph I love you. Rock

on.

Mom, Dad, Kerri, Sarah, Chad, Kids,

Norah, Aaron and the teachers who have

helped me.
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Nicole Hall

? more concerned with your character

n with your reputation, you character

vho you really are, your reputation is

rely what others think you are."

mks Mom, Dad, Brad, Sarah, Megan,

e, and Kandi for all the love and

)port.

Stephanie Lynn Hanelt

"Live as if you were to die tomorrow,

learn as if you were to live forever."

Thanks to Mom, Scott, Dad, Niki, Brit,

Jodi & Jesse couldn't have done it

without you.

Derek Harding

Thanks Mom, Dad, Justin, Ryan, Pop and

everyone else who has been there for me.

Sarah Hardy

ie worst mistake is not learning from

Chris G. Harris

"People laugh at me because I'm

different, I laugh at them because they

are all the same."

Suzanne J. Harrison

"He who can laugh at himself shall never

cease to be amused." 1 hope the world is

ready for Little Harrison.

inks to my family and friends for all

love and support.

Thanks Mom, Dad, shop teachers, friends,

my girlfriend and family.

I thank my family and friends for taking

care of me and keeping me motivated.
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Meredith Hathon John Haudenschield

"Anyone who has never made a mistake "Creativity is inventing, experimenting

has never tried anything new." taking risks, breaking rules, making
mistakes and having fun."

Thanks to Mom, Dad, Sarah, Penny and Thank you to all the people that helped

to all my close triends. I love you all. me get through High School.

Ryan J. Healey

Katie Heffel

'Reality is wrong. I^reams arc for real.

Jennifer Henderson

"Dream as if you'll live forever, live

as if you'll die today."

Brian Hess

Thanks to Ma, fop, Tony, and my Pos.se. Thank you to Mom, Dad, Pat, and Kait Thanks to my parents. Matt and Jill

for the support. Thanks to friends for for their support. To my coaches for

the memories. their direction and motivation.
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Cassandra Hickey

' you want to view paradise simply

3k around and view it. Anything you

int to, do it. Want to change the

)rld? There's nothing to it."

anks Mom, Dad, and Chris for your

'e and my friends for the memories.

Heather A. Hills

"100% of the shots you don't take don't

go in." -Wayne Gretzky

Thanks to my family, friends and Joey

for always being there for me. I love

you.

Nichole Hirsch

"On to bigger and better things"

Thank you to all the teachers who helped

me through my High School years.

Specially Mr. Wilson.

Jordan Hislop

V turn in events can turn our heads, so I

ime the media. Is it my turn yet?"

Paul Holt Michael J. Honrado

"Life is not a game, only the strongest

and the fittest will survive."

lank you Mom, Dad, Jonathan, Allie,

iris, Alina, Kate, and help button.

Thank you Mom, Dad, and Rachel

"AKA" Little Mickey I love you.

I want to give thanks to my parents and

my friends Billy, Amanda, Kelly.
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Jason Paul Howe Deidre Beth Hussey Mark lannucci

"For I am now ready to be offered, and

the time of my departure is at hand. I

have fought a good fight, I have finished

my course, I have kept the faith."

"All our dreams can come true if we
have the courage to pursue them."

Walt Disney

"It's all fun and games until someone
gets hurt, then it's hysterical"

Mom & Dad, Sean, Michelle, Rich, Ben,

Ryan, Kubek, Mathesian, Rix, Hunt,

Hess

Thanks Mom, Dad, Megan, Erin, and

friends for all your love and support!

Thanks Ma, Pa, Bro, Twins, Kimi,

friends, trinket, & Nina. My love to all!

Allen Johnson
"The mold wdshcd my brain of any
intfresting quotes."

Jenna Johnson

"Try making the best out ot times

because you're always making memo-
ries."

Sara Johnson

"Shivering hands cannot hold-Longing '

can not keep us from the cold-We teach

i

ourselves to live without the things we '

once thought we'd never give up.

Thanks Mom, Dad, Matt, and Bobby and Thanks Mom & Dad- Jo, Nikki, Pam, I

to my girls for the memories. We had a Mel, and everyone who's been there forj

blast. me. I love you all.
'
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Christopher Joyce Kandise M. Kanelos Ryan M. Kearney

fou know it
"

lanks Mom, and Dad.

I all my friends: We had some great

les.

"When you were born everyone around

you was smiling and you were crying.

Live your life so that when you die

everyone around you is crying and you
are smiling."

Mom, Dad, Tom. Lexy, & my best

friends Megan, Nicole, & Julie. Love you

lots!

'This is life in seconds.

Thanks Mom, Dad, and Karen for being

the best parents. Hey Andrea we made it.

Courtney Keller Gregory Kelly Laura Kelly

vlways remember to forget the things

at made you sad. But never forget to

Tiember the things that made you
id."

ianks to my Mom, Dad, Beanie, my
ters and my friends you guys got me
rough it.

'The best revenge is great success"

Thanks to my family and my good

friends from Frisbee.

"Far away there in the sunshine are my
highest aspirations. I may not reach

them, but I can look up and see their

beauty...and try to follow where they

lead"

Thank you Mom, Dad, Jen, Mandy, Liz,

& all my friends for everything. I love

you!
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Michael Edward
Kennedy

Every man dies, but not every man
rulv lives." William Wallace

Jeffrey King

"And so it is, just like you said it would
be, life goes easy on me, most of the

time."

Leo D. Kopp

'hanks Mom, Dad, Kristen, Kathleen,

"im, Jim, Jon, Nick and all my other

riends.

Thank you to my family, my friends, my
friend's families, and my friend's

families' friends.

Thank you Mom, Dad, James, & John for
i

all your love & support. Thanks close

friends for the good times.
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Allison Kostka

People are like stained glass windows;

hey sparkle when the sun is out, but in

larkness, their true beauty is revealed

)nly if there is a light from within."

hanks to Mom, Dad, Andrew & my
amily& friends for your love & support.

Erica Lynn Kroon

"When life gels tough don't throw in the

towel. Always push yourself further

than you think is possible, you may
surprise yourself!"

Thanks Mom, Dad, Stacey, Joe, 1 love you

all! My team and friends - you're great

Andrea M. Krueger

"The greatest thing you will ever learn is

just to love, and be loved in return"

-Moulin Rouge-

Thanks God, Mom, Dad, Ricky, Boo, r

Auntie, Uncle B, Dan, Rach, my teachers
|

& all of my friends. Best Wishes 2004
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Jtacey A. Krzyzewski Troy Kyle Jamie Lamas

\d yet, there is only one great thing.

' only thing: to live to see on our

rneys, the great day that dawns, and

light that fills the world."

"If you can hear a piano fall, you can

hear me coming down the hall."

"It's been a wild ride, I wouldn't change

a minute ... I don't slow down inside, I

guess that's why I live it." - 311

inks Fam, Jamie, Bob & friends - my
I
- That was a crazy game of poker!

Thanks Mom & Eddie.

Nicholas Anthony
Lancione

/ou find a path with no obstacles, it

Dably doesn't lead anywhere."

nk you Mom and Dad, and all that

e supported me through the years.

Vincent Lancione

"The saddest thing in life is wasted

talent." -Lorenzo Enello, A Bronx Tale

Thank you to my Mom, Dad, Nick,

Andrea, and Justin.

Richard Laporte

"Some solve problems by thinking and
talking. Others use rocks.""O! it is

excellent to have a giants strenght, but it

is tyrannous to use it like a giant."

Thank you to my family, my friends, and
of course, myself. Thanks to all of you.
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Traci M. Layman

"Learn from yesterday, live for today,

hope for tomorrow."

Kimberly A. Leach Caitlin Elizabeth Ledwell

"How can you have a beautiful ending

without making beautiful mistakes?"

Thanks to Mom, Dad, J.J. and Tom. Girls For all those who helped me through

"It was a crazy game of poker." Good everything, thank you.

luck 2004.

"We dance for laughter, dance for tears,

dance for madness, dance for fears, we i

dance for hopes,we dance for screams,wi|

are the dancers, we create the dreams."

Thanks to my Mom, Dad, Darcy, Paul,

Daniel, friends and family I love you all.

Amanda Ledwith Casey Lee

"1 believe in angeLs, the kind that hea\x'n "Life is what you make it, make it

sends, Lm surrounded by angels, but 1 count."

call them mv best friends."

. Id

David M. Leonard

'Laziness is often mistaken for patience.'l

F would like to thank everyone who has Thanks Mom, Dad, Jay and Matt, I love

been a part of my life. you, you'll always be in my heart. Good
Luck'2()()4!
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Sarah Ruth Lewis Victoria Alana Lewis Tamra L. Lissell

o confidently in the direction of your

?ams. Live the life you have imag-

•d."

-Henry David Thoreau

"The power behind you is greater than

the task before you."

"We all take different paths in life, but

no matter where we go we take a little of

each other everywhere."

ank you Mom, Dad, Rebecca, Jason Thanks to my family and friends. Thanks Love and thanks to Mom, Dad & Audra.
1 all my family and friends. I love you. Grandma for watching from above. To my friends, never will the memories

fade.

Andy Logan

A^ent to a fight last night and a hockey
"ne broke out...Second place is the first

ce loser."

Anthony M. Lomanno

"Life is full of so many important

decisions; each one greatly impacting

your life and the people around you."

Kevin Long

"The hardest part isn't finding out what
you need to be, it's being content with

who you are."

ant to thank Mom and Dad for

?rything and Mellissa Bradford for

ng there through everything.

Thanks Mom, Dad, Suzanne, all my
friends and Jackie for your love and

support.

Thanks to all my friends, family and
everyone else who has helped me out.
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Peter Long

"Be true to yourself and stop trying to be

just like somebody else."

Thanks to my family, friends and

everybody who has helped me along the

wav.

Amber R. Lopresti

"When one door closes, another opens;

but we often look so long upon the

closed door that we do not see the one

which has opened for us."

Thanks to my family and friends for all

your support. Frank - 1 love you always!

Michael LoSciuto

"You don't fail if you fall, you fai

don't try to get up."

if yo

Thank you Mom, Dad, Kaitlyn, Uncle

Bobby, the rest of my family and all of

my friends.

Andy Luque Kellie-Ann MacDonald Tara Kayleigh MacDonal

'What goes around comes around.

Thank you to my family and my friends.

"Day by day nothing seems to change,

but pretty soon, everythings different."

Mom, Dad, Pat, Kris, Billy, I love you!

Meg, Kay and Shan, you're the best.

"Friends are the most important part ol

your life. Treasure the tears, treasure t[

laughter, but more importantly, treasu)

the memories."

Thank you to my family and Evan for

always being there. I love you all!
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Benjamin T. MacFarlane Ryan MacQueen

There will come a time when you "Be real cool, real cool, real cool, real

elieve everything is finished. That will cool, dang real cool!" - Dispatch

e the beginning."

Justin Maddy

"Trust... the hardest thing to gain, but

the earliest thing to lose."

Thanks to the fam and friends for lots of Thank you to my friends and family,

awesome times... Oh yeah and Bess!! You have helped me make it this far.

Kyle Maddy Mike A. Madeiros

You will never get a second chance to "Courage is fear that has said its

lake a first impression." prayers."

Pamela Maguire

"Your heart felt good, it was dripping

pitch and made it wood. - MM

hank you Mom, Dad and all my family Thanks to family, friends. Mom and Dad. Thanks to those who have shown me
nd friends for always being there. that life can be as exciting as I want it to

be.
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Shawna Malmberg John Mann Rachael Manoogian

"The ones after, and the ones before, will "The greatest lesson in life is to know
never be better, than the class of '04." that even fools are right sometimes."

"Why not do it the easy way because th:

would make too much sense."

Thank you Mom, Dad, Seth and of

course my boyfriend Rich. I love you

guys so much!

Thanks to all my friends and family who Thank you to all those who supported

have helped my along the way. me.

Sean Dennis Martin Shawn Martin Kaitlyn Mason

"Live for today because tomorrow may "It's been fun but buckle up, the rides

not come." just beginning."

"Those who can't laugh at themseix

leave the job to someone else."

Thank you Mom and Bruce, Dad and

Joani and my shop teachers.

Special thanks to Ma, Pa, Melissa, my
grandparents and the dog.

Thank you to all my family and friends

for all the help. Good luck '04.
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Joseph David Matern

'm freeeee!!!!"

Joe McAndrews

'Always give 110%."

Lauren McCaul

"Every story has an ending, but in life

every ending is just the beginning."

lank you Amanda Guenthner and

ephanie Lindstion for being my
ends.

Thank you Mom and Dad. Thanks to those I love. To my girls, it's

been a crazy game of poker.

Cristie Lee McDermott Brenna Lynn McDonald

'.very today will become yesterday, and "Learn from yesterday, live for today,

day is all you have. Hold on to today hope for tomorrow."
cause not everyone sees tomorrow
come today."

s
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Lee McDonnell

"I tried so hard and got so far, but in the

end it doesn't even matter."

thank me, my family, to Teddy, Thanks Mom, Dad, Meghan, Alyse and Thank you Mom and Dad for everything,

arlie, and the girls, I love you guys. Colin for your love and support. I love Special thanks to Teddy and Charlie.

you.
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Caitlin J. McElligott William McElman Christopher J. McEvo^

"If nothing can be done we'll make the "Stay true to yourself, keep it real."

best of what's around. Turns out, it's not

where you are, but who you're with that

counts."

"Fight and you may die, run and you'l

live, at least awhile."

Thanks Mom, Ron, Kerry - 1 love you. To Thank you to my parents, Mr. Brown,

my friends, "Keep on truckin" -Much the Audio-Visual crew and all my
love guys. friends.

Thank you to my friends and family fc

sticking with me throughout these yea

Mariel Nicole McGinn Ronald R. McGinnity III Rory McGrath

"Live everyday to the fullest, no regrets." "It's one thing to make the same mistake "Live for yourself, not for others."

twice, it's another thing to make it all of

your life."

Thanks to Mom, Dad, Derek, Kyle, I want to thank my family, Bobby, Mikey Thanks everyone for getting me throu'

Jeffrey and Michelle. I love you guys so and Lindsey for always being there. high school.

much.
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hristopher P. Mclntire Chris McMorrow Tina McNeilly

3 truly live life is to live on the edge." "There is never a wrong time to make a "Everything happens for a reason."

right turn, and there is never a right time

to make a wrong turn." -Warren

my Mom, friends and all those who Thanks Mom, Dad, Pwog and everyone I Thank you to my family you've always

shed me to do my best, thanks! laughed with over the years. been there! It's been great girls, thanks!

Michael W. McPhee Matt William McRae Katlynn Marie McSharry

Dmetimes it's darkest just before

wn."

"On without the things we've lost, the "There are those who look at things the

things we've gained we'll take with us." way they are and ask why, I dream of

things that never were and ask why not."

ank you Mom, Dad, PJ, Bobby and
trick.

Thanks Mom, Dad, Amy, Kerry, Jenny, Thanks Mom, Dad, Ashley, Kel, Chris

Chris, all my coaches and friends, I love and everyone else who believed in me.

you guys.
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Ross E. Merrill Jeffrey James Merritt Brittany Merry

"The key to immortality is living a life

which is worth being remembered."

"Worrying is like a rocking chair, it gives "If a great wave shall fall and fall upor'

you something to do but doesn't really us all then between the sand and stone,

get you anywhere... Write that down. "
could you make it your own."

Thanks to my family, friends and Kate. I Thank you to everyone that ever Thank you Mom and Dad, you taught

couldn't have done it without you. believed in me. I love you. Mom, Dad, me to be the best person that I can be.

Nate and Nick. love you both.

Adam Francis Metivier Darrell Justin Metzger Richard W. Mielke II

'The world is yours.' "Never for me the lowered banner, never "Kindergarten: the best five years

the last endeavor." life." - Mike from Monsters INC.

Thank you Mom, Dad, Beth, Rach, Hill,

family and friends.

Thank you to all my family and friends'

who have helped me along the way.

Thank you Mom and Grandma.
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Brandon Miers Kiel Connor Milliken Catherine Mitchell

)u only get one chance to live life, but "Big gulps Huh? Well see ya later." "To be nobody but yourself in a world

ou live it right, once is good enough." - Dumb and Dumber that's doing it's best to make somebody
else is to fight the hardest battle there is.

Never stop fighting."

inks to my Mom and Grandmother

my girl Holly and my best friends

n and Allison.

Thanks Mom, Dad, Sean and Erin and

Roxie. I love my friends. Well, see ya.

Thank you Mom, Dad, Andy and Lydia,

to Rob for always being there. To friends,

thanks.

Christina L. Monaco Jenna Montani Christopher Moore

)u see things turn out best for those "What lies behind us and what lies "Life moves pretty fast. If you don't stop

o make the best of the way things before us are small matters compared to and look around once in a while, you
fi out." what lies within us." could miss it."

mks Mom, Dad, Stevie, Danielle and Thank you Mom, Dad and to all of my Thanks Mom and Dad.

. It's been fun... thanks to "the girls." friends for all of your help and support.
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Michael Morse

"If I leave here tomorrow, would you

still remember me?" Lynyrd Skynrd

Emily Ann Mueller

"Memories made memories fade but it's

your friends that will always be there."

Erin Mulcahy

"What lies before you and what lies

behind you is no match for what lies

within you."

Thank you family and friends. Thank you to my best friends Kate and

Ashley, my family and teachers for

everything.

Thank you Mom, Dad, and all my
friends for your love and support.

Melissa Joy Mullaney Brittany Mullarkey Brian P. Muller

"It's something unpredictable but in the "When you find peace of mind leave "if you can't convince them, confuse

end it's right. I hope you had the time of your worries behind. With a new point them."

your Mfe." of view life's true meaning comes to you.

And the freedom you seek is won."

Thanks Jan & Spud, 1 couldn't ha\'e done Mom, Liz, Brooke and all my family and Thanks Mom, Dad and Paul.

it without you. To my friends, I love you friends, I kwe you all. Jarrod, I love you.

guys. Good luck 2004.
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/Villiam Scott Mulrain Caitlin Murphy Robert Nastasia

o give anything less than your best is "I don't know the key to success, but the "Life's short, take advantage of it.

sacrifice the gift." key to failure is trying to please everyone."

ank you Mom and Dad for all of your Thanks to my Mom, Christine, Kelly and Thank you Mom and Dad.

'e and support. also Katherine who made high school

enjoyable.

Amanda Marie Nelson Samera M. Nessralla Kathleen Nevins

find myself up in the sky again

ing!"

"Follow your smile, it will never lead

you astray."

"I always knew that looking back on my
crying would make me laugh, but I never

knew looking back on my laughing would
make me cry."

lank you to my wonderful family and Thanks Mom, Dad, Danielle, Kelly, Naja Thank you Mom, Dad & Patrick for

ends, I love you all. Good luck 2004! & friends. I love you! always being there. Thanks friends &
teammates.
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Jaime Nolan

"Our dilemma is that we hate change

and love it at the same time; what we
really want is for things to remain the

same but get better."

Kristopher E. O'Connell Ryan James O'Connel

"Life is funny. One minute you're a little

kid, running through a meadow, and the

next, you're a skeleton, walking through

a meadow with dogs chasing you."

"To make an omlet, you need to break

few eggs."

Thanks to my Mom and Dad for all of I love you Mom, Dad, Ken and Katie,

your support and to all my friends, I love Thanks to my friends for being there,

vou.

Thank you Mom, Dad, Devan and

Keelin. I couldn't have done it without

you Sara.Vm
f
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Sarah O'Connor Holly Elizabeth R. O'Dette Kerri O'Keefe

"Blessed are those who can laugh at "I got nothing to lose, it's just me against "Co confidently in the direction of yo

ourselves, for we shall never cease to be the world." - lupac dreams. Live the life you have imaginec

amused." - Henry David Thoreau

Thanks to Mom, Dad, Rach, Val, Sue,

and all my friends for always being

there.

Thank you to my family, second family. Thank you Mom, Dave, Joe, Kimberly,

Alli.son, Sean and Bud, I love you guys Dale and all my friends. 1 love you guy

forever!
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iU
aqueline C. O'Keeffe Kayla Brynne O'Malley

le moon has set. The sun has risen.

s is the time we get out of this

5on." -Sir David Gallant

"Never trust anything that can think for

itself if you can't see where it keeps its

brain."

Ryan O'Malley

"Cowards die many times before their

death. The daring never taste of death

but once."

like to thank my family and friends

helping me get through high school.

Thank you to all my family and friends,

especially Courtney.

Thank you to all my family for their

support especially to my Mom and Dad.

Amelia C. Omar Eric Opachinski

le day your life will flash before your "Only those who will risk going too far

s, better make it worth watching." can possible find out how far one can

go." -T.S. Eliot

Robert Osgood

"Believe in yourself."

inks Dad, Mom, Rich, Girls, the poker Thanks Mom, Dad, Steph, Steve O., and Thank you to my family.

; crazy. Guys it's been fun, probably my friends for everything.

) Five.

L
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Jillian L. Oteri Craig Palmstrom Courtney E. Park

"Everybody is somebody else's weirdo,

good thing for me, I am my own."

"If you wake up and realize that your 1

:

is not the way you want it to be, have tl

courage to change it."

Mom, Dad, Anthony, Adam thanks for Thank you Mom, Dad, friends and

believing in me. To my girls, I love you all. family.

Thanks Mom & Dad for all the love &
support. Thanks Kar, Kris & Kell. I lov(

you guys.

Jason Pateline Gary W. Patten Jr. Alyssa Margaret Paul

"in order to be old and wise, you must
first be young and stupid."

"To some people, sports are a matter of "The person who can bring the spirit o

life or death. Not me. They are much laughter into a room is indeed blessed

more serious than that."

Thanks Mom, Dad, Kev, Janelle and all

my close friends for sticking with me.

Thank you for all of your help Mr.

Powell, Mr. Ruffini, Mr. Hrving and al

the rest.

Thank you Mom, Dad, Steph- my I'

friends, Kim and Steven, thanks and lo'

you always.
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Andrew Peebles Lisa Marie Perroncello Bobby Peterson

t's not the winning that counts, nor the

king part; it's making fun of the little

kid who always comes in last."

"Don't be dismayed at goodbyes, a fare-

well is necessary before you meet again &
meeting again after a moment or lifetime is

certain for those who are friends."

"I haven't failed, I've found hundreds of

ways that don't work."

lanks Mom, Dad, Bill, Jen, Mike and

/ friends for the help and all the good
les.

Mommy, KT, Dad, thanks for your love

and support. Stace- we did it! I love you
all.

I would like to thank my Mom, Dad, and
the rest of my family, as well as all my
friends.

Sean Piccolo Katherine Pickett Allison T. Porter

ay who you are, say what you mean,
estion yourself, are you really what
u dream." -Dispatch

"Our memories of yesterday will last a

lifetime. We take the best, forget the rest

and someday we will find these have

been the best days of our lives."

"There's only us, there's only this, forget

regret or life is yours to miss."

/ant to say thanks to my parents, I

jldn't do it without you, thanks.

Thank you Mom, Dad, Chris, Tim, family,

Joe, friends and teachers for your love and

support.

Thanks, with love Mom, Dad, Julia. To
my friends, you'll be in my heart always.
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Amanda Nicole Poskitt Stacey Pretti Nicole Puniello

"Go confidently in the direction of your "Some people come into our lives, leave "You only live once, but if you do it

dreams. Live the life you have imagined." footprints on our hearts, and we are right, once is enough."

-Henry David Thoreau "^^^'" ^^^^ '^^ ^^^^"

Thank you Mom, Joe, Jamie, ANJ and

friends. You guys are awesome!

ThanksMom and Dad for all your love and Thank you Mom, Dad and Jenn for

support! Thanks to all my true friends! always being there.

Greggory W. Quill Kelli A. Reardon Aaron William Reed

You know it." "Many of life's failures are people who
did not realize how close they were to

success when they gave up."

"Though no one can go back and m.ikc

brand new start, anyone can start from

now and make a brand new ending."

Thanks Mom, Dad, Amy, Nunny, Papa

and everyone else for always being there
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Thanks to my family for all their love

and to my friends for always being there.

Thanks Aunt Tricia and Uncle Joel, and

to Mr. Lunny and Mr. Hathaway tor

pushing me.



Andrew Renna Jonathan P. Richards Andrew Riker

)ome wish never to see the worst of

-nes, but that is not for us to decide, all

e can do is decide what to do with the

Tie that is given to us."

lank you Mom, Dad, Matt, Silver Lake

)ccer and the weekends. Thanks to all

my friends.

"No matter how bad you think you have
it, there is always someone that has it

worse."

I would like to thank my family,

friends and my teachers.

"My heart stays in the lead.

Second to my heart is my mind.

Third to my mind is my body.

Fourth behind my body is my soul."

Thank you Mom, Dad and Gordon, you
have always been there for me. Much
love to all my friends.

Megan E. Riley

he significant problems we face cannot
solved at the same level of thinking

? were at when we created them."

-Albert Einstein

Brian A. Ripley

"Live life to the fullest and keep on
smiling."

Joseph Robidoux

lank you Momma, Daddy, Mason,
)ri, and Dillion, I love you all. Thanks
-"orge Lucas.

Thank you Mom, Dad and Jillian.
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Robert C. Rollock Lianna White Rose Jeffrey S. Rosen

"Expose yourself to your deepest fear;

after that, fear has no power, and the fear

of freedom shrinks and vanishes. You
are free." -Jim Morrison

Thank you to my family and friends.

Thanks friends for always being there.

"I dream that someday we'll be able to

look back on this together and say it was
for the best and that it made us stronger

today."

Thank you to Mom, Dad, Nat, Matt and

my good friends for always believing in

"I'd rather laugh with the sinners than

cry with the saints, the sinners are muc
more fun. Only the good die young."

Thanks to everyone who kept me on

track and taught me through the

examples you set.

Kc s3y^^K^m^^^^HH1^ <^^^H

1 km
Chris Rowe

"You shall know nothing if you have not

known everything."

Tyler Ruscansky Jennifer A. Saba

"Friends are angels who lift you to yov

feet when your wings can't remember

how to fly."

Thank you to my parents, family, friends

and anyone who has made a positive

effect on mv life.

Thank you Mom, Dad, Andy and Justii

I love you. Thank you to my friends fc

all the good times.
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David Sachs Elizabeth M. Sadler Domanic Sale

) many worlds, so much to do, so little

ie, such things to be."

-Lord Alfred Tennyson

"I know we've had good times. ..too bad I

can't remember them all!"

ink you God, my family, and my
nds.

Thanks Mom, Dad, Ben, Sam, and Kev
for always being there. Thanks girls we
had good times.

Thanks to all the teachers that made my
high school years a lot of fun.

\shley Rose Sanborn Laurie Sauer Lauren C. Schier

s cool to take these chances, it's cool "Sometimes life just shps away and
tave romances, I guess this is growing you're left with the memories, though

we go our separate ways I won't forget,

so don't forget the memories we made."

inks Mom, Dad, Big Dave, and all my
nds, especially Emily and Jessie for

rything.

Mom, Dad, Bullet and Jake, thank you
for always being there and supporting

me.

"Life is not measured by the number of

breaths we take, but by the moments that

take our breath away."

Thank you Mom, Dad, and Brian for

your love and encouragement.
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Zach Schwarting

'Cows."

Erin Florence Selter

"Always remember to forget the things

that made you sad, but never forget to

remember the things that made you

glad."

Thanks Mom, Dad, Peggy, Brian, my
family and friends for your support, I

love you guys.

Alexandra Seversoni

"The more you like yourself, the less
y|

are like anyone else, which makes you
unique."

Thank you Mom, Dad, Mark, Sammi a

Kristen for everything you've done Lo

AH.

Jeffrey Alan Sevigny Jr.

"Enjoy the "little" things because one
day you will look back and realize they

were the "big" ones."

I'd like to thank my Mom, \)ad & Sister,

dude thanks man & my bounce crew &
all my friends.
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Paul A. Seyfert

"When one door closes another opens. But

we often look so long & so regretfully upon
the closed door that we fail to see the one

that has opened for us."

I'd like to thank my loving family,

Clancy, and my wonderful and caring

friends.

113
Allison C. Shedlock

"Living so free is a tragedy if you c\in

be what you want to be."

-Dropkick Murph\ '•

Thanks to Mom, Dad, Mandy, my
friends and field hockey girls for \o\c~

1



imberly Ann Sheerin Matt Siegel Meghan E. Simmons

s not in the stars to hold our destiny, "I will forever have memories of where I "As you grow older, you'll find the only

in ourselves." -William Shakespeare am now." things you regret are the things you
didn't do."

ny friends and family, thank you for Thank you Mom, Dad, Kayla and my Thank you family and friends, especially

ything. Good luck class of 2004. whole extended family. Thank you to my my Mom, I couldn't do it without you.

friends. Borg.

Nicole Anne Sjolin Jonathan Skerry

nri going into an unknown future, but "It is better to die on your feet than to

I still here, and still while there's life, live on your knees." -E. Zapata

e's hope." -John Lennon

Jennifer R. Skillings

"Keep smiling, keep shining, knowing
you can always count on me, for sure,

that's what friends are for."

friends and family: anytime at all, all Thanks to Mom, Dad, Ryan, Tim, Jenn

have to do is call and I'll be there. and my friends for all the good times.

To my family, friends. Cam and Waffles:

thanks a bunch, you've always made me
smile.
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Nicole R. Smalley Josh Smey Eric Smith

"Dare to live the life you have always

dreamed for yourself. Go forward and

make vour dreams come true."

To Mom, Dad, Lisa, Jam and friends,

thanks for your support. Matt - always in

mv heart.

"Life's too short. Make due with what you
have, move on from your mistakes, never

forget people along the way who helped

shape you into the person you are today."

Family, especially Mom and Dad, thanks

for always being there through everything,

love you.

"It's only funny until someone gets

hurt.. .then it's hilarious."

All my friends and family, thank you.

Nevin Davis Smith Anna B. Snoeyenbos

"A fool knows no fear. A hero shows no
fear." Mike PJoog

"Truth isn't always beauty but the

hunger for it is."

Matt Snow

"This is the time to remember 'cause itjj

will not last forever, these are the daya

hold on to, 'cause we won't although J

we'll want to."

Thank you everyone in the vocational

wing for helping me learn new skills I

can always use in the future.

Thanks to Mom, Dad, C.retchen and all

my friends for making my S.L. years

great!

Thanks Mom, Dad and family for you),

help. Great memories, Tina, Brandon, ij

Davin & Jarod.
I
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kidget T. Southworth Brianne Marie Stahl Jillian Helene Stanish

lave failed as much as I have succeeded

1 1 love my life and I wish you my kind

success."

anks to Mom, Dad, my sisters, the

edlocks and my friends. I love you all.

"Life is not measured by the number of

breaths we take, but by the moments that

take our breaths away." -Daniel Webster

Mom, Dad, Chrissy, Sam, Seth & J-rod.

To all my friends, thanks for the memo-

"What am I to do with my life? You will

find out if you don't worry. How am I

supposed to know what's right? You just

got to do it your way." -Britney Spears

Mom and Dad you both know you mean
everything to me. Thanks for everything.

Meghan Stanley

on't worry about trying to be something
i're not, just worry about showing the

rid what you are really made of."

Nell R. Steele

"All those years, I was hurting to feel

something more than life." -Silverchair

Kerrie Ann Steffy

"Carpe diem. Sieze the day! Don't let Hfe

pass you by."

my family, thanks for everything and
friends, thanks for the memories.

Cheers to the friends who helped me feel

infinite. Props to the old heater kids.

Thank you. Mom, Dad, Brooks, Jade,

family. Cloudy, Sugar and Spice.
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Lauren E. Stoyle Kaitlin M. Struble Aimee R. Sturge

"Being grown up, isn't half as fun as

growing up, these are the best days of

our lives. The only thing that matters is

just following your heart..." -The Ataris

"To accomplish great things, we must

not only act, but also dream; not only

plan, but also believe."

"If you don't have a dream, how can }y

have a dream come true?"

Mom, Dad, Ally, Becky, Ben, I love you!

Katie, best friends forever, I love you!

Thanks Mom, Dad, Courtney, Robbie &
friends for all the support & good times.

Thanks for everything. Mom, Dad,

Steph, Jac, and my friends, I love you
so much!

Matthew Eric Sturge

"It isn't necessary to be rich and famous

to be happy. It's only necessary to be

rich. Blink and you miss a beat, keep one

of your eyes open at all times."

Thanks to Mom, Dad, Corinne, Jared and

Lianna. I couldn't have done it without

you!

Joshua Sugarman Lauren Elizabeth Sullivii

"Sometimes you feel tired & weak like

you wanna give up but you gotta search

within you find that inner strength &
motivation & not be a quitter..."

Thank you to my family, friends,

teachers & coaches for being there when
needed.

"Take your time, don't live too fast.

Troubles will come, and they will pass

Don't you worry, you'll find yourself.

Follow your heart and nothing else."

Thanks to my family & friends for all t

good times. Love you all.
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Jonathan Swick Nicole C. Sylvia Ethan Taranto-Kent

o not think much of a man who is not

?r today than yesterday."

"Blink and you miss a beat. Keep one of

your eyes open at all times or you might

find that life has passed you by."

"Did I do something wrong today, or has

the world always been like this and I've

just been too wrapped up in myself to

notice?" -Douglas Adams

nk you to my friends, family and to

•yone here at Silver Lake.

I would like to thank everyone in my life,

most importantly, my family & friends.

I want to thank myself. As for the rest of

you, well you know who you are.

Jaime A. Taylor

len you come right down to it, the

et to having it all, is believing that

do."

Stacy Tedesco

"Here I go Lord. Hold on to me as I go

forth with faith in you. Let us not look

back in anger or forward in fear, but

around in awareness."

Heather Anne Telford

"Try to realize it's all within yourself. No
one else can make you change."

-George Harrison

nks Mom, Dad and Jodi, I love you! To
friends, you've made it unforgettable!

To all my family. Mom and Dad, Thank

you for everything. Love you guys!

Mom, Dad, Liza, Becca and friends,

thanks for always being there for me.
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Joseph Tellier James Thompson Eric Thornley

"Someday we will see the answers are

closer than the questions themselves."

"If everything seems under control,

you're not going fast enough."

"Our doubts are traitors, and make us

lose the good we oft might win by
fearing to attempt."

Mumsy, Dad, Fam, Shell, Jordash and Thank you family, teachers, friends, tl

MJ, without you who knows where I'd Mulcahys, the Schocketts and my Bryii

be.

Joanna Thornley

"Distance measures the strength of

horses; only time reveals the hearts of

men." -Chinese proverb

Tom Thurbide Katie Tierney

"You were born crying and everyone "Kiss slowly, love deeply, forgive

around you was smiling, live your life so quickly. Life is too short for you to be

the day you die you're smiling and anything but happy. Take chances, gi^

everyone around you is crying." everything and have no regrets."

Thanks Mom, Dad and family. Thanks to Thanks to all my family and friends for

Sara, Pam, and Nicole for all the memories. all their help along the way.
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Melissa Mary Tirrell Christina M. Trabucco Christopher Tran-Ngoc

'member to always think of the fun

, crazy times with friends, because

hout friends you've missed the

atest knowledge life can offer."

nks, all who made me a strong

son, and to those who continue the

on.

"Cherish the time you have with people "Never turn down free advice,

because when those memories are gone

all you've have is memories."

Thanks Mom, Dad, Schneddy, Amber & I want to thank my Mom, family, friends,

Saz, best friends and to my boyfriend and everyone who helped me out.

Tim, I love you!

li>^^'.

Michael S. Tura

door slamming makes one jump but
sn't make one afraid. What one fears

18 serpent that crawls underneath it."

Lindsay Van Riper

"If you only knew all the love that I've

found it's hard to keep my soul on the

ground. He who does not know love

does not know God, for God is love."

Julio C. Vasquez

"Having too much of a good thing is bad

except when you're talking about

horsepower."

m. Dad, Chris, Hillary and friends,

"iks you so much for believing in me.

Thanks to everyone who has made me
who I am today. I love you. Matt, my one

love.

I want to thank everybody for everything.

I had very nice teachers in every class.
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Karen Venezia Anthony Vercollone Andrea L. Vu

"Every new beginning comes from some "Can I have a cough drop please?"

others beginning's end."

"I hope life isn't a big joke, because

clearly I don't get it."

Thanks Mom, Dad, Lisa and Cheryl, also Thanks to my family, friends and Mrs.

my best friends, Kris, Court and Kell. Dart.

Thanks Mom, Dad, Steve, Al, Dave an

friends for being there, I love you.

Sarah Elizabeth Wall Christopher Wallace Brandon J. Walsh

"Don't look back in anger or ahead in

fear, but around you in awareness."

"Not everything that can be counted "Every new beginning comes from soiSj

counts, and not everything that counts other beginning's end."

can be counted."

Thank you Mom and family. You taught Thank you. Mom, Dad, Mathew, I want to thank my family, but most
me well. I have many inspirati(jns. (irandma. Grandpa, Bumpa and all my importantly my mother. I'll always lo'

friends. you.
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Christine Walsh Christopher Walsh Sarah May Warmington

a have brains in your head. You have

in your shoes. You can steer yourself

"ly direction you choose. Oh the

es you'll go." -Dr. Seuss

"I don't know half of you half as well as I

should like, and I like less than half of

you half as well as you deserve..."

-Billbo Baeeins

"You have to be yourself. Be very honest

about who and what you are. And if

people still like you, that's fine. If they

don't; that's their problem." -Sting

\k you Mom, Dad, Mark, Ryan and

: for love and support. I love you all

,ys.

Thanks family, the Sullivans, the

Skerry's, and HP, for always being there.

Thanks Mom, Kev and all my friends for

all your support. I love you all!

issell A. Waterhouse Jr. Heidi Weckbacher Katherine Weiss

v'ays be making connections! And
true to everyone you meet, it's the

someone deserves, remember you
r know who they may become."

iks to you, my family, you're my
ything and to all who kept true to

hank you.

"Some people say winning isn't every-

thing, I say those people never won
anything! Life's a party, live it up!"

Dad, you've inspired me to be every-

thing I can be thank you! Props Lisa,

Stace and Jenna.

"Work as if you didn't need the money.

Love as if you've never been hurt. And
dance as if nobody's watching."

Thanks Mom, Dad, Liz and Vic.
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Emily Catherine White Brittany Whiting Joanne Whitman

"I know I'm stronger now. Who's "You are never given a wish without also "You don't fail if you fall, you fail if yc

looking south? Not me, I'm not looking being given the power to make it come don't get up."

back. I'm done denying the truth to true."

anyone. Cause I'm alive." -The Used

Mom, Dad, Jen, Kim, Danielle and Engle. Thank you Mom, Dad and Brandon for Thanks Mom, Dad, Marianne and all n

I love you more than life itself, thanks. all of your love and support. I love you! friends, it's been fun!

Lauren Widing Jenna K. Wigman Alexander Shea Will

"Ability is what you're capable of doing, "How in one night have we come so

motivation determines what you do, far?"

attitude determines how well you do it."

"They love to tell you to 'Stay inside tl

lines' but something's better on tiie oti

side." -John Mayer

i'rops to my family and friends. I love

you all.

Thank you to my Mom, Dad, Nana,

Derek, Brady, and all my amazing

friends.

Thanks to all my friends and family, I

couldn't have done it without you.
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van Hunter Williams Meghan Woodbury Katie Rae Woodward

ver quit. Never do the expected,

er rest on your laurels. Never think

it is good enough. Never follow."

"A stone bummer from start to finish,

and if you know what's good for you, on
days like these you sort of hunker down
in a safe corner and watch."

"It's crazy how we all need this time a

little more every way, it's wild how we
stay up nights losing part of the day."

-O.A.R.

:ik you Dad, Mom, Andrew and
1. 1 owe everything to you. I love you
rhank you.

Thanks to Mom, Dad, Lis, Jen, Mike,

Margret, Moriah and the rest of the

family.

Thanks to my family and friends,

especially the girls for the good times.

Good luck 2004!

Michelle Woodford

he end only kindess matters.

ik you to all of my family, friends,

^ers, and coaches for your support.

Allan Wright

"I will now honor all those people who
were the very first to do something by
being the first so say 'I am a naked milk

carton', as a yearbook quote." -myself

Thank you Mom, Dad and Silver Lake.

Nicole M. Yepez

"All you need is love.

Thanks Jeff, Mom, Dad, Mimi, Jess, Ali,

Ms. D, Maureen, Josapamnic and Jenna.
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Eric Zadorian Kyle R. Zawadzki Kristen E. Zeoli

"I might fail, I might succeed, but

whatever the outcome is, just keep your

faith in me."

"For titles do not reflect honor on men,

but rather men on their titles."

"Here's to the nights we felt alive, heri

to the tears we knew we'd cry here's t

goodbye, tomorrow's gunna come too

soon." Eve 6

Thanks to Mom, Dad, Amanda and all of

my friends who have helped me along

the wav.

Thanks Mom, Dad, family, soccer mates

Ryan, Kathryn and friends.

Thank you Mom, Dad, and Kylah, I loi

you. Thanks Kelley, Karen and Court,

love you girls!
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What was Irf' during our High School Ye3ire>
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Child

Development'

horticulture

If) Child Development/ I lortkultiitv



Culinary

i f

/-^)

1^

I
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Carpentiy

12 Carpentry



Metal Fab

Metal Fabrication 113



14 Aut()ni()ti\i.'



STUPENTUFE
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Spirit Week 2003
r
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Harlem Wizards Take on
the Silver Lake Stars

The Wizards warm up for their tough competition.

Mrs. Record has a few tricks of her own.

Mr. Rix receives high fives from the team.

120 Wizards j^ame
Is he hurt?



A full crowd cheers on the Stars.

Maybe Mr. Consolati will

make it...

Mrs. Bates doesn't let her

opponent's height interfere with

her defense

Mr. Mosher tries for a

basket

The Stars cheer on their team as Mr. Consolati looks confused. Coach Kelley calls a

time out.
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Pep ftaffy2003

Anthony Vercollone hands out tickets for the raffle

Andrea Vu helps Anthony call the winning tickets

The cheerleaders wow the crowd
with their stunts

\hv toolhcill tetim waits to be introduced SlLVESlAiHi

Brenna McDonald and Samera Nessralla wt

for their names to be called
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Captain Lauren Schier leads the girls in a chant

Kyle Zawadski and Adam Gillis show the crowd a

few of their latest moves

Mark lannucci raps during the rally

The Volleyball team gets pumped
up for their game

Ain't no mountain high enough for the

^ Field Hockey team to climb
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homecoming ^^^t
Once upon a time

On a bright sunny day

Threefootball players were sad

Because in their game they could not play

For one had no brain,

^^-^ And the other no heart

^^^ The thirdfor he and his courage

<^\i/ #^6, Were sadly apart.

##^ ^ # Without these qualities

^>'/> *^^^ "^^ ^^^ coi//(i win a game

^^§ ^'^ They needed an answer
'^

^m ^"^ Thats when Dorothy came
WM^
^.

l̂ She told them she was on her way
^^^ to see the 'The Wizard ofthe Lake

''

To tell him how breaking up thefour towns

ofSilver Lake was a very big mistake

she invited them to come along

and she told them,

'Lfyou think there s no hope,

you 're very, very wrong.
''

as thefour walked along, a problem did arise

out popped the Plymouth North Witch,

this came as a great surprise....

24 Flomc'coming

J



The dancers were up early practicing their moves

The girls pose before driving to the school

On the big day the Senior class arrvived at the school

with a parade of decorated cars

Lauren Schier and Meghan Simmons
stop practicing to take a picture

The Senior class is pumped after making their big entrance

The tailgaters arrived early for the big event
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Dorothy kills the Wicked Witch (Jamie Cameron) Son 11 MS pt)se for a picture before performing

1 he crowd looks on as the Seniors make their way onto the field

HHH^t. i ^^^t^ ^'"^-^fS^'-^'itm

-& '^h^Mm^^ N

^ JH '"^Vk ^ Vti »* mfWSrYrmr^^S^l^nn^inwHrn
Senior girls wait patiently for the music to begin
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.... Onefootballplayerpunched

and the other two kicked

\ down the witch melted so very quick

Finally they arrived at 'The Wizard ofthe Lake
''

thefootballplayers got what they needed,

but Dorothy yelled 'WAIT! ''she cried to the Wizard

''Please don 't break up thefour towns ofSilver Lake!
''

He told her he was sorry and

there was nothing he could do

the only thing he could think of

to give her this pair ofred shoes

he said snap your heels together three times

and say "there's noplace like S.L. and

forever the memories will stay
"

thefour then left to their game all very sad

knowing it would never be the same

But one last note before we end

our last andfinal homecomingfloat

our years have beenfun here

and we 're sad there aren 't any more

but who better to be the last

Silver Lake graduating class,

than the Class of2004!
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ARSENIC AND OLD LACE

jcnna Wigin.ni <is Abby Brc-wslt'i

12H Arsenic and Old Lace

Lli/.abeth Aghjayan in the role of

Martha Brewster

Ben Rowe answers the phone a^

Mortimer Brewster



Jerma and Ben Ben and Peter
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Snoopy
The MusiCe>l

Woodstock is encircled bv the fellow cast members.

Anthony Vercollone plays the pari

of Snoopy.

Members of the independent study show their talent in their production of

Suoopn/.

Nicole Yepe/ pla\'s the part of

Sally Brown.

Marc plays a good Woodstock.
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What would they all do without Ms.Depasqua?

Peppermint Patty consoles her pal Charlie Brown.

The cast gets together to belt out a tune!
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Fall Sports
Cross Country:
Coach: Joe Darche

Both Girls' and the Boy's teams had successful seasons. The boys, led by captains Mike Daly,

Billy Mulrain and Alex Piche, came in first in the Old Colony League with an undefeated record

of 8-0. Not only did the boys' team come in first in the league, but the team also came in firsrt at

the Old Colony League Meet with Billy Mulrain's first-place performance leading the way. The

boys' cross-country team also became the first Silver Lake team in the school's history to win the

South Shore Principal's Meet. The girls' team, led by captains Jenny Bruno and Becky Brackett,

ended the regular season with a record of 5-3. The big finish came from Jenny Bruno, placing

ninth at the Old Colony League Meet.

Field Hockey:
Coach: Marlene Lopes

The Field Hockey team was one of the three Silver Lake teams to take the Old

Colony League title in its last year of existence. The team, led by captains Yvonne

Chiampa and Erica Kroon, finished the season with a record of 15-3 and made it

to the state tournament. The girls had several All-Stars including Yvonne Chiampa,

who was named co-Most Valuable Player in the Old Colony League.

Boys' Soccer:

Coach: Jeff Doyle

The Silver Lake Boys' Soccer team, led by captains Morgan Coyne and Kiel Milliken,

finished the season with a record of 17-3-1 and the O.C.L. League title. The record of

17 wins ranks second in all time wins in a season, first being the 1988 State Champions.

The team advanced to the second round of the tournament. Kiel Milliken and Anthony

Vercollone were ranked #1 and #4 in the league respectively and both received Eastern

Massachusetts honors. The team graduates 18 seniors this year.

Girls' Soccer:
Coach: Bubba Ashby

Led by captains Michelle Woodford and Lauren Schier, the girls' team

finished the seasonwith a record of 7-7-4, coming in sixth in the O.C.L.

The team battled their way into the playoffs as the twentieth seed, but

lost 2-1 in the preliminary round against the thirteenth seeded

Brockton. The team will lose eight seniors and several Pemrboke
players.
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Volleyball:

Coach: Scott Turley

he Lady Spikers finished the regular season 14-6 with a record of 10-4 in the league. The
'am was led by captains Kelli Reardon and Jen Skillings. The team went all the way to the

?mi-finals in the MIAA South Sectional Tourney. The girls won over Dartmouth and
I'Bryant but lost to Brockton in the next round. With a strong offense and defense, the team

ime in third in the O.C.L., making it their highest finish yet.

Golf:

Coach: Eric Flaherty

The boys' golf team came in fourth in the league and qualified for the State

Tournament. However, their finish did not advance past the first round. The boys,

led by captains Eric Zadorian and Derek DeSantis, finsihed the season with a record

of 8-5-1 in the league and 8-6-1 overall. The highlight of the season was tying to

Barnstable, who was undefeated in the league for the second straight season.

Football: -^^-^

Coach: Dana Battista

This year's football team, led by captains Brian Hess, Nathan Crowley, Jason Pateline

and Christian Carter, finished the season with a winning record. They had a 6-5-1

record overall, 4-3 in the Old Colony League. The highlight of their season came in the

game against Falmouth. The Lakers were down by 3 touchdowns at the half and came
back to win the game by 2 points. The team graduates several seniors, including it's 5

O.C.L. All-Stars.

ootball Cheerleading:

Coach: Kathy Benash

'he Silver Lake Cheerleaders worked hard to increase their skill level this year by developing

new workout and taking extra gymnastics classes. Traci Layman, Jenna Back, Kelly Higgins,

2nn Foley, Karen Venezia, Kristen Zeoli, Nicole Puniello, Brianna Roy, Lauren Stoyle, Katie

Voodward and Caitlin Ledwell, were all offered the opportunity to participate on a State

^heer Team, which will perform at the "Down Under Bowl" in Australia early this summer.

Celly Higgins, Jenna Back and Katie Woodward were also chosen to participate on the local

vll-Star Team.

O.C.L All-Stars

Billy Mulrain

Dave Connick

Dan Gorman
Yvonne Chiampa
Erica Kroon

Colleen McKenna
Stephanie Barry

Morgan Coyne
Kiel Milliken

Rory McGrath
Anthony Vercollone

Hannah Rapalee

Jessica Coleman
Kelli Reardon

Eric Zadorian

Derek DeSantis

Traci Layman
Tim Beane

Jason Pateline

Christian Carter

Nathan Crowley

Brian Hess

Sportsmanship Awards

Mike Daly

Jenny Bruno

Courtney Struble

Morgan Coyne
Kelsey Caliri

Jenn Skillings

Eric Zadorian

Brianna Roy
Matt McRae
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Cross Country

Lauren Cluff is working up a sweat

Kaitlin Struble, Anna Snoeyenbos, and Jenny

Bruno are all smiles once the race is over

i

The face of determination

146 Athletics
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The senior members of the girls' cross

country team pose for the camera

r fm
The girls stay together

And they're off.

Sarah Lewis keeps her eye on the finish line
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Boys Golf
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Girls

Soccer Looking concerned

Bring it on, Pm ready

The whole Team

Lets hide maybe we'U get to rest a bit longer
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When do I get to play?

Good friendships

-W
* mSk ^Ic
^^* * J%r

J
Great smiles!
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Boys' Soccer

2003 Old Colony League Champions Team huddle as they get ready to play

Anthony Vercollone throws

the ball back into play

Coach Doyle talks with the team before the game

Sophomore Dominic moves the

ball up the field

Captain Morgan Coyne focuses on the game 1
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Christian Vercollone takes a free kick

!- -

Steve Craven shows his skills

N^il^
Captain Kiel Milliken tries to steal the ball

Goalie Jason Azevedo makes a save outside the net

The boys celebrate after a well-earned

Rory McGrath makes the right play
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Field Hockey
r

The six seniors on the team

2003 O.C.L Champions

Captains: Yvonne Chiampa
and Erica Kroon The girls are ready to play

The girls show team spirit during the Pep Rally

Erica Kroon charges the ba
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S
A few of the seniors pose for a picture

Kathleen Nevins fights for the ball

Courtney Struble goes for the ball on defense

s^^lI'"" ^?1m^^p~^ -^^^

HIit^^y»i^' '..

After a victory, the girls watch the J.V. game

The girls enjoy Senior night under the lights

Cassie Hickey takes a shot

L
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Volleyball

Captain Kelli Reardon bumps the ball Captain Jenn Skillings prepares to serve
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Track
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Hockey

170 Athletics



The hockey team's seniors.

^^H 2003-2004 Captains
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GIRUS BASKETBALL
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3EST PUPPIES

MORNING ANNOUNCEMENTS

178 Clubs and Organi/.itions



GOLDEN AGE PROGRAM (GA.ff)

MAIN OFFICE AIDES

Clubs and Organizations 179



GUIDANCE AlDEe

LIBRARY AlPES
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AUDIOVISUAL AIDES
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30rS VOLLEYBALL CLUB

PEER MEDIATION

182 elubscind Or^cini/ations



YEARBOOK

ULTIMATE FRIS^EECLUD
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PEP ^AND

i^\Ulw.^ - ^'Wf/ft

JAZZ DAND

^\VN^R LAKE /?Ee/0iV4£
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SADD

SPEECH AND DEBATE TEAM

Clubs and Organizations 185



CHEMISTRY CIU3

DECA
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SELECT CHOIR
C.R L.HIVC ni:oiuii4l

DRAMA CLU^
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GAY STRAIGHT ALLIANCE

KEY Cim

5^>itRUK£ REGION/ti
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NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY

NHS OFFICERS
freeld&nl^^ V\o& praei^anU, &&or&\>ary and Tr&aeur&r
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WOMEN'S CHOIR

MATH TEAM
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LATIN CUJ3

Clubs and Organizations 191



STUDENT
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COUNCIL

Clubs and Organizations 193



SILVER SPECTRUM ASTRONOMY
Cl\)3
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Most Likely to Succeed:

Steve Craven and Allison Porter

Best Dancers:

5on Azevedo and Caitlin Ledwell

Best Guy Friends: Andy Archer and Josh Anderson

Superlatives 199
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Most Athletic: Kelly Reardon and Brian Hess

Class Couple:

Paul Holt and Rachel Earl

Most Artistic:

Tyler Briggs and Rebecca Brackett

Best Smile:

Michelle Woodford

and Chris McMorrow

200 Superlntives
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Gym Class Heroes:

Heidi Weckbacher and Christian Carter

-59^ «^

Beauty and Brains:

Billy Boyle and Tracy Clapp

Gossip King and Queen:
Chris Walsh and Amelia Omar

Most School Spirit:

Chris Joyce and Jill Standish

Superlatives 201
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Drama King and Queen:

Alex Will and Jenna Wigman

i Should Have Been a Couple:

Steve Craven and Brenna MacDonald

Most Musical:

David Sachs and Kelly Danner

Girl Best Friends:

Stacy Pretti and Lisa Perroncello
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Most Likely to Win an Oscar:

Alex Will and Jenna Wigman

Co-Ed Best Friends:

Jamie Cameron,

Chris Walsh, and

Stacy Krzyzewski

Class Individuals:

Dan Dalton

and

Lianne Rose
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C^ arefulloflove andhappiness

for whatpou have aeeomplishedand

lookforward to watehin^pou^row

in Lite

^oveA^lwaps,

oMom and^ad

Stephanie Gentile

Way to go, Mickey!

You finally nuide it!

Make tbs year the bes^ of it!

Love,

Mom
Michael Honrado
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Lindsay Van Riper

You did it sweetie!

YouVe made us so proud. You

have always been our beautiful

daughter and sister, both inside

and out.

Lots of love.

Mom, Dad, Eric and Sean

Amy Demas

Amy,
May life continue to give

you smiles.

Love,

Mom, Dad, Chris

Stncey Pretti

One door is closing as another one is open-

ing for you. Go forward with all your

determination and you will never go

wrong! You have made us so proud!

With all our love.

Mom and Dad

^V^i

m
P^K

Njyl^ ' V

Hi
Êrin Mulcahy

With all our love.

You have always excelled in everything that yen

do. We are proud of you and your accomplish-

ments. We wish you happiness and success in

the future. Follow your dreams! We love you.

Love,

Mom and Dad
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Character is like a tree and repucacion like its shadow. The

shadow is what we think of it,

the tree is the real thing. - Abraham Lincoln

We are soproud of you!

Deste to do wonderful andgreat things with you life.

Love,

Mom, Dad, Stephen, Britt and Stephanie

Eric Opachinski

Dear Bridget,

Bridget Southworth

Our love for you is unconditional. You
have finished a major milestone in your life.

Continue your momentum forward and
reach for your dreams. Your life has just

begun!

Love,

Mom, Dad, Stephanie, and Carolyn

Brandon Gillett

To our wonderful son Brandon:

ow you are here on graduation day making us proud once again. We know you are ready for the big world out

there. We've seen you heading there all of your life.

From teaching you to talk to teaching you to drive, it's been fun all the way. But you've made it easy. We
couldn't have asked for a better son.

Our wish for you is that you continue in your direction and always be happy. Thanks for being our son.

Love always.

Mom and PJ

P.S. Now let's have cheeseburgers!
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Jordan Hislop

Jordan,

We are so proud of you! You
have so many talents, no matter

what you do you will be the best.

Reach for the stars!

Love,

Mom and Dad

Congratulations!

We love you!

Katie Woodward

Dad, Mom, Corey, Linda and Scott

Always keep your positive attitude and belief in yourself

and your dreams. You bring sunshine wherever you go.

Alexandra Ma,

We all love you.

Mom, Dad, Demian, Sarah, Stephen and Kristen
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//SUPER" Job!

Brian "Jake" Furman

Thanks for another proud moment.

Love,

Mom and Dad

Courtney Bellavance

Courtney,

Dance like no one is watching.

Work like you don't need the money,

Love like you have never been hurt.

May all of your dreams come true!

Love,

Dad, Mom & Jay

David,

We are so proud of the young man you have become. Follow your

dreams...you will achieve success in whatever you do.

David Barnard

Love,

Mom, Dad, Joel, Russell, Krystal and Joshua
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You are our SUNSHINE. We couldn't be more
proud to have a daughter that has done so much.

Your future will shine even more. Tm sure of that.

We all love you so much.

Love,

Dad, Mom, and Your Sisters

Jenn Foley

Kaitlin,

You continue to amaze us with the determination

and courage with which you face every challenge.

We are extremely proud of your accomplishments

and confident that you will succeed at whatever

you put your mind to.

Love and happiness

Always,

Mom, Dad, Courtney and Robbie
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Nicole Hall
" The jump is so frightening between where

you are and where you want to be.... because of

all that you may become, close your eyes and

leap"

Have faith in yourself as we have faith in

you. We are very proud of you, and love you
with all our hearts.

Love, Mom and Dad

Laura Albano

congratulations Laura, Class of 2004. Your
ccomplishments are many, memories to last

' lifetime, and a proud family to watch you
ontinue to succeed. Good luck with every-

iiing that the future holds for you.

1
Love always,

]
Mom, Dad and Jen

You never

cease to amaze

us!

We are very

proud of you.

Set your goals

high 'cause if

anyone can

reach them, it's

you.

Chiis Tran-Ngoc

Love,

Mom, Sam, Ryan,

Nana and Sin Sin

P.S. You know what?...
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Anything that

is dreamable... is
lEyr \ 1^ ^^^^Wk

also reachable! raS^ ^ ^
go for it.... and ^jBrN^

f J
make it happen!

All the best!
^[^^^^^^h!' ^^B^K

James Benting

m
.*^ Love,

w Mom, Dad,

Robert, Mathew

/m

and Joseph

Allison,

You were born with a twinkle in your eye and a

smile in your heart.

You up all of our

lives with your love

laughter, warmth, and

compassion.

May you laugh

often, love deeply, and

dream big.

We are so very

proud of you.

We love and support

you, and wish you the

best and brightest

future!

Allison Porter

Mom, Dad and Julia

We wiU love you forever.

]Ne will love you for always.

As long as we're living,

Our hahy you'll he.

jH^^^^^I Derek,

HP^Vjj^^^^H Congratulations on a

Yf k ^l^LM job well done. We are

1 '^ " "^ 1 1 so proud of all your

1 ^J accomplishments.

k^^^^^^^H Continue to work hard,

^PttjK/^^^^ have fun and enjoy

Ijj^^^^^^^l your

^HHHII^^I^H Mom, Dad, Justin and Ryan
Derek Harding ^

Bobby,

Everyday you show a

little more of the incredible

person you are going to

become. We are very

proud of you.

1 ,ove.

Mom, Dad, David, Laura,

Snsha, The Collins',

C'hisholms and Martynowskis

K..hcrt( ollins
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'

Success, good health,

love and happiness are

what we wish for you.

You have grown into a

lovely young lady and we
are so very proud of you.

Love you always.

Mom, Dad and Chris

Cassandra Hicke\||

Congratulations Lauren!

Best of luck in the future.

Love,

Grammie arid Grampie

i.uuvnStuyl



Shawna (Little Princess),

You are about to close a chapter

in your life - your high school

years. Remember to follow your

dreams. You have worked very

hard. We will always support you

100 %. Remember to put God first

and everything will fall into place

for your future. We are so proud

of you and are blessed to have you

for our daughter. Best of luck!

Love,

Mom, Dad and Seth

Keep smiling!

Shawna Malmberg

Congratulations!

We are so proud of

the young man you

have become. You are

caring, honest, and

respectful of yourself

and others. You are a

wonderful son and a

great brother to Kait.

We know you will

have a happy and

successful future.
Michael LoSciuto

Love,
Mom, Dad and Kait
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Kelli Reardon

Congratulations! We are very proud

of you and know you will go far.

Love,

Mom, Dad, Meghan, and Erin

Dear Kristen,

Like a flash of sunlight between clouds, like a

whisper of wind, like a heartbeat - that is how
quickly your eighteen years have flown by. You came
into my life and you have amazed and inspired me. I

hope you always look at life as an adventure. Your
gentle nature and strong spirit in the face of adver-

sity will forever be who you are. I love you for

redefining my life and I thank you for your uncondi-

tional love. I will always and forever love you.

Mom

Kristen DeAndrade

Congratulations Becky

To our talented, spirited and beautiful daughter-w^e wish you happiness,

love and lauehter always. ,.t
,^ ' We love you.

Mom and Dad
Becky Bracket!

«t-^

To my sister,

We have made so many wonderful memories over

the years. I will miss you.

Love,

Rachel
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Congratulations Jill!

We love you and are so very proud.

^Vith your sense of humor and personal-

ty, you will always be successful!

Lots of love,

Mom, Dad, Emily and Julie

Billy Mulrain

You were born to run!

We are very proud of all of your

accomplishments in your life. The
future is yours for the taking. We
know^ that you w^ill succeed in w^hat

ever direction your life takes.

Love always.

Mom and Dad

Uy Mulrain

_-^ M* i
Congratulations

Jtf^ ' ^A Ryan you made

^'H^- "t it through 4

1 ~^ years of High

k, V ^ School. Best of

1^^ ^ luck in the

'^1 m future and

remember Ryan

^^^^»^-^^j we are always

there for you no
^^^^^H|^^^^^^H matter what you

^^^^^^^^^^^^1 do. Your grand-

^^^^^^^^^^^^^H father will be

Ryan D. Elwell looking down at

you, make him

Ve love you Ryan
proud.

Love,

Mom, Dad, Abby, Grammie, Grampie, 1

Auntie Jill, Uncle Steve, Heather, Auntie Grace |

,

nd Nana.

i

You'll be leaving soon for

the Marines. You've been more
than the best any mother could

ask for. You're just a kid but

you have a heart bigger than

any adult. Your sense of humor
brings smiles to everyone you

meet. Nanny, Pappy, Thank
you! From the bottom of my
heart I love you so very much
keep smiling.

Love always and forever.

Mom
Mitchel Currie

To Nevin with Love, Thanks for starting it all and

Paving the way, you are a great son.

I love you.

Mom

Nevin J. Davis
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Dear Brian,

We are very proud of you! You are a wonderful

son, brother and friend.

Love,

Mom, Dad, Paul and Noel.

I

Brian Muller

Hillary,

Look how you've grown. You are a beautiful, kind, younj

lady. You make us proud to be your parents. Our wish for

you is much success and happiness.

Love always.

Mom and Dad

llill.irv Dana
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To Eric,

You've played with many different aca-

demic / athletic balls and reached the goals

you set for yourself. For the future remem-
ber, no ball is out of sight ... except for your

longest drive.

Congratulations

!

Love,

Mom, Dad and Amanda

f^

Eric Zadorian

tephen,

veach high, for stars lie hidden in your soul.

)ream deep, for every dream preceeds the

pal.

Congratulations Concan!

'ou are a wonderful son and brother.

We are always

so proud of you.

Love always.

Mom, Dad,

Kelly & Jessica

Stephen Craven

Congratulations Alyssa.

You have kept us all laughing

through the years. Keep it up!

We love you.

Mom, Dad, Matthew^, Holly,

Fluffy and Puffin

m^
Alyssa Gage

Congratulations Marc
Best of Luck!

Love,

Mom, Dad, Christina,

and Will

Marc Conforto
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Dear Casey,

YouVe been our

sunshine since the

day you were born.

We're so proud of

you and we love you

so much.

May happiness fol-

low you wherever

you go....

All our love. Mom,
Dad and Jameson

Casey Lee

Jillian Stanish May smiles and laughter light your way

Way to eo punkv ^^^ ^^^^ surround you everyday

Life's a trip, so enjoy the ride

And never forget your way home

Love always.

Mom and Dad

M^H
'-'i^B

'^J
E~ ''^'^ ii£Z.^8^BM

nil StciiKiish
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Jason,

Congratulations! We are so proud of the

thoughtful, compassionate intelligent, strong and

outstanding young man you have become. You

are special and have so much to offer our world.

Continue to dream and pursue those dreams with

passion. We wish you all the very best life has to

offer.

Love, Mom, Dad and Mark

ason Azevedo

aul Seyfert

We Love you so very much!
Love,

Dad, Mom, and

Jeamiine

3rian,

You have overcome come tough obstacles and

ire heading in the right direction.

With your great sense of humor, strong deter-

nination and self confidence you can do anything

'ou put your mind to. We are so proud of you!

Congratulations!

We love you,

Mom, Dad and Jillian

Brian Ripley

Congratulations!

Our little precious Jul.

Always remain caring,

Give to others. Your kindness

will always be appreciated in life.

Keep working hard and follow your

dreams.

Love, Mom, Dad, Tina and April

Julie DelGreco
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Sarah Lewis

Sarah,

You light up our lives with your radiant

smile and you've brought us such joy as we've

watched you grow from a sweet, adorable baby

into the beautiful, confident young woman you

are today. Your love of life shines through

everything you do. May all of your hopes and

dreams come true!

Congratulations with love and pride.

Mom, Dad, Rebecca, and Jason

AMANDA.. ..It's nothing less than amazing
watching such a heart-melting little girl grow into

such a beautiful young woman. Even more
amazing is as you grew- so did our love for you.

Grab life with both hands. Be true to yourself,

listen to your heart and BE HAPPY. Your future

is waiting for you. Stay safe. We love you with all

our hearts, "Chuckie P."

XOXOX,

Mom,
Joe

and Jamie

Amanda Poskitt

Brittany,

You've grown to become a caring, thoughtful, intelligent, beautiful person. The world

and life's challenges await you. Believe in and stay true to yourself and follow your

dreams. Never give up. Listen to your heart and live life to its fullest. Choose your roads

carefully, remembering the road that brings you home. We'll always be there for you. We
are so proud of you and love you so very much. Congratulations as a Graduate of the

Class of 2004!

Brittany,

To the best sister anyone could

have. Thank you for being so

nice and supportive over the

years. Good luck in college and

whatever you decide to do in the

future. I know you will succeed.

I wil miss you!

I love you!

Brandon

\\!Hl,n«
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Shawn Martin

•hawn

Congratulations ! !

!

We are very proud of you. Always

Lave a dream, and may they all

ome true.

Love,

Mom, Dad and Melissa

•ear "Jeffery" James,

Since the day you came into our hearts

ou have given us great joy. You are very

enerous, kind hearted and your great sense

f humor continues to keep us smiling. We
re all so proud of you. Your patience is a

ue virtue, as is your willingness to always

elp. Be strong, persevere and remember we
ELIEVE in you.

We wish you a happy and healthy future.

Love, Mom, Dad, Nathaniel and

Nicholas

Jeffrey Merritt

Boo -Boo/ Little one/ I Love you
Thank you for showing us how to enjoy

life - Keep your free spirit with you
always. Hey, do you think college will

have enough food for you? Ha- Ha,

remember we love you for just being

you!

Dad, Mama, and Amanda

Allison Shedlock

Sarah Hardy

You have the rest of your life to fulfill

your dreams.

May they all come true.

Love,

Mom
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Laura,

It's finally your turn to shine! You have

turned into a beautiful young lady and

you made us all so proud. I know you will

> succeed in everything you do. You'll

always be my "little sister". I treasure our

friendship and the childhood memories.

GOOD LUCK!!!

Love you,

Liz

Laura,

We are all very proud of you. The hard work you've done over the years will

surely pay off. May you be successful in all you do, and I'm always here for you as

your big sister and friend.

Love ya, Jen

My little Laura,

You are such a joy. I am proud of the beautiful, young woman you have

become. Best wishes for a "bright", successful future! I love you.

Mom.

Laura,

Congratulations on a job well done! Good luck in all your endeavors in the

future! You'll do awesome - 1 know it!

Tons of love, Mandy
Laura Kelly

Michael, ^^i^'^-"' ^'^'y

We are so proud of your hard work and dedication. You are a strong

leader with commitment and compassion for others. You have become a

remarkable young man and we will always be proud of you and your

accomplishments.

With all our love.

Dad and Mom
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Anthony,

We love you and we are

so proud of the wonderful

person you have become.

Your smile is warm and

friendly and your confidence

is inspiring. Always be who
you are, and remember, " Do
the right thing".

Love,

Mom, Dad, and Suzy

Anthony Lomano
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HEYDAVREN T !!

Keep
looking

ahead and

follow your

dreams; We
know your

future will

be bright.

From
"DAVREN DARLIN" TO

Davren Chartier

D.J. DAV,"

What a wonderful adventure it's been! May
the journey ahead bring you as much hap-

piness as you've brought us.

Love always.

Mom and Dad

To our queen, you have brought more
joy, laughter and love to our home
than you will ever know. We love you
and adore you so much Colleen.

Long live the queen.

Love,

Mom, Dad and Chris

XOXXO

Colleen Davis

Matt,

Remember:
You are the Captain of

your own ship, and the

Master of your destiny,

Enjoi/ the Voyage.

Good to see you in the

End Zone!

Love, Mom & Dad

Matthew McRac

Find out what you really love

to do and do your darnest to

make it liappen.

You have great talents

and will go far, keep

up the hard work.

Love, Amy

The moon moves
across the sky.

Love, Kerry Ann

With just talent, you

are nothing. With

talent and heart you

are everything.

Love, Jenny

Congratulations and

Love,

Nanny
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Dear Tyler,

As you begin your walk to the future we wanted to take this chance to tell you just how proud
and happy we are to have you as our son and brother.

We have all watched you grow from our soulful, thoughtful baby boy and little brother to a

sensitive, smart, caring, gentle, talented young man, loyal friend, and awesome big brother.

Always remember to have fun, be a good boy, and do your best!

We will always be there to guide and support you in whatever you
choose to do.

Love,

Mom, Dad, Greg and Lily

Tyler Croteau

Nicholas Burba

Nicholas (Our little devil).

Remember that happiness is a journey, not a destination. So take it

slow and enjoy each day. And always remember wherever life leads

you that there is "no place like home!"

Love you Lots!

Dad, Mom, Katie and Casey
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Erica and Yvonne,

Within your hands are special

gifts and talents. Within your

mind is the source of your

dreams. Within you is the

strength to carry your dreams to

competition. You are strong, you
are wise. You have a spirit and

confidence. You are your own
person. Within you is something

rare. Within you is the future.

Within you is our love.

Good Luck Vonnie

We love you

Mom, Dad
Megan and Paul

Erica Kroon and Yvonne Chiampa,

Friends may come and friends may go but you will be

W' there, this I know

Congratulations!

Love,

Mom, Dad, Stacey,

Joey and Tommy
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JENNIFER BRUNO
You did it all!

t's hard to believe

hat you have grown

ip so fast!

A^e're so proud of

^ou.

longratulations on all

'our hard work and

ccomplishments!

Ve love you!

Aom, Dad, Sarah and

Catie!

Jennifer Bruno

.aine.

Even when you were little, you always

stood your ground and we love you for that!

May all your hopes and dreams come true.

Congratulations!

.ove. Mom, Dad, Joe, Cass, Erin, Kevin and Oscar

\lain.i \ngel

Jason Cordeiro,

Congratulations, we are so proud of who
you are. Keep your attitude, enthusiasm and

boundless energy throughout life!

We love you.

Mom, Dad, Dan, Greg and Tim

Jason Cordeiro

Congratulations John!

We are so proud of you.

You're a wonderful son,

brother, terrific student and

a great all around kid. We
know you will have a bright

and successful future. Good
luck in all your endeavors.

Love,

Mom, Dad, Leanne,

Jenn & Steve
John Capeless

Way to go, Pat!

Patrick Clark

Patrick,

Life is magical, enjoy

every moment of it. Live

well, laugh often, love

much. We are so proud of

you and the wonderful

young man you've

become!

With all of our love and best

wishes.

Mom, Dad, Bob and Mike
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Your free B1^1^^M
spirit has

been a great

teacher for all

of us. We
know you
will succeed ?mno matter "A fl
what you do

or where you
go in life... 5

Lu^SbY
ENJOY!!

Love, iljL
Mom,
Mike, Dad,

^^^^^m I^^B'^w
Lauren,

Allison, "n

Wi
hH

Jack, and

Layla

/ , m
Stexen Cohvell

Kim,

You're our

sunshine and

happiness, laugh-

ter and love.

You're everything

special-everything

good.

May God bless

and protect you in

all that you choose

ti do.

We are very

proud of you. We
all love you very

much.

Mom, Dad and

Eric

I am so proud of both of you. You are good,

loving, funny and intelligent people. Keep
looking ahead to that bright future and

"follow your bliss" as you continue that roac

trip. Always know that your parents and

brothers and sisters love you very much.

Eric and Joanna Thornley

WITH ALL OUR LOVE
We are so proud of you as

you graduate from high

school. We know that you
will succeed in whatever

you do in life. Remember
always how much we love

you. We are so lucky to

have you.

Love Always,

Mom and Dad Joanne VVhiti

Mitch,

Thanks for the ride; you brought us along

on your roller coaster of life with its twists,

dips and heights. Good luck on your contin-

ued journey, remember we will always love

and support you whatever path you take.

Love,

Nana, Poppy, Uncle Steven,

and Uncle David i

Mik-lK-l I.Ciiri
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We)[>e y^atched you gro^Vafrom a beautfid baby

into a beautiful young lady. ^T/oVpfast 18 years has

gone by. WC zA'J^S^ Ve'J^T "-P'T^UI)

Oy^reZd!!!!!!! We^Vish you all the happiness

in yourfuture and hope that you reaeh all your

dreams.

T^3>C£^C'B£'\Tou can be anything you

Viiant to be... -JhCay all your tomorrov^s be as

'Wonderful as your dreams.

'We lolpe you

J^olpe, <J)iCom and Joe

xx:xx:^

CONGRATULATIONS

JAIME!!!!!

We are so proud ofyouJI

Love,

Dawn, Lee and Felix, andyour future

cousin.

Jackie,John, Brendan andyour future

cousin.

CONGRATULATIONS!!!!!!

YOU MADE IT!!!!!!

WE LOVE YOU!

LOVE KELLEE AND MAKENZIE

Jaime Nolan

Jaima, ( My redheadeLl etepcHld)

CONGRAUILATlONa!

You made it!!!!!! Wishing you all of \\fee \)eeX. Much

\o^d, Nannie
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Congratulations Kim!

We are so proud of you. You
have been a wonderful daughter

and sister. We wish you the best of

luck in college and the future.

Love,

Mom and Austie

Kimberly Beatty

Tamra,

We hope our love will shine on all your

tomorrows and brighten every step you

take in the future. How proud we are of

you!

We love you,

Mom, Dad and Audra

We are so proud of all

that you have accom-

plished over the past four

years. May you always

follow your dreams and

stay happy along your

journey.

Love,

Mom, Dad, Nikki

and Christy
HIi/abeth Agh

Well doneJosh, You did

it! We are so proud of

you. Your life is an ad-

venture, enjoy becoming

the man you are created

to be, an independent,

confident, quiet leader.

Love,

Dad, Mom, Tim
and Laura

-.liiw Andrcson
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YOU DID IT!!!

The years have been challenging but you came

out of it a much stronger and confident person,

we are so proud of you. We support you in all

that you do. You are very special to each one of

us and v^e love you bunches.

Love,

Mom, Dad, Heather, Kristen & Tommyboy

Cheryl Babino

**x-x-******* *******
Jen Edwards

The years have passed so quickly by
Eighteen years in the blink of an eye

We celebrate your achievements with pride and love

Having you for a daughter is a gift from above

Our sweet little girl is spreading her wings
To explore more of life's offerings

Remember to keep your heart free from hate

Your mind from worry

Live simply

Expect little

Give much
And your rewards will be great

We love you dearly and are so proud of you!!

Love Mom, Dad, Marc and Mike

Andy,

Follow^ your dreams, success is in the heart.

Keep your spirit, but stay humble and greatful

for the gifts in your life. Cowboy Up!!

We love you.

Mom, Dad, Peter III, Marshall,

Jordyn, Sunny, and Snowball
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"My Daughter-

All the dreams I prayed you'd be-

are all the things you are-

You were once my little girl-

and now my shining star-"

We are so proud

of you and

all of your

accomplishments

!

Love,

Mom and Dad

Allison Kostka

Live life to the fullest

i

May your future be filled with happiness

and good health and may your Dad's spirit

"to give it your all", live with you forever.

We're ^B ^^ Love,

proud ™ ^
^-

^
^

M^^
I

ya, ^^k' 'L ^I ^
I

Gait. ^^K 'JB^^I ^^^^^

Caitlin McElligott
'

You are a wonderful daughter and sister who brings us

greater joy than you could ever imagine.

Your beautiftd smile and warmth fills up any room.

We are very proud ofyou. Always be true to yourselfand

follow your heart and dreams.

With your kind and compassionate strength you

will create new paths for others to follow.

Remember every where you go and everything you

do you are:

"Making Memories"

Love always,

Dnd, Mom and Scott l.iuivn Cluff
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Ross Merrill

Dear Ross,

The years have gone by so fast and here you
are ready for college! It seems like only yester-

day you were running around the yard playing

Ninja Turtles and G J. Joe. The adventures have
only begun.

You have worked hard and have achieved

many things. You are a loving and kind young
man, a young man we are proud to call our son.

Always remember to follow your heart, and
know we are here for you and will always

support whatever path you take.

Cherish today, dream about tomorrow and
surround yourself with love. We love you with

all of our hearts, you will always be our little

boy with the bright smile and loving heart.

Love,

Mom and Dad

Elizabeth Sadler

Liz,

You are a most precious gift given

to us. We admire your smile, your

talents and your perserverance.

We love you alv^ays.

Love,

Mom, Dad, Ben & Samantha
xxxxoooo

To the girl who always finds beauty in the world; 1

who has a heart of gold; 1

fli

Conquer the world!

I know your quest for

happiness and peace will

be successful.

Love,

Mom and Chris
Pamela Maguire

It has been quite the journey!

You made it, Em!

We're so proud of you!

We wish you

all of the best!

Love you.

Mom, Dad,

Dave & Dan
Emily Mueller
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Dear Benden,

You did it. Congrats on graduating. Although you didn't want me to

embarrass you, I'm going to. People always ask me how we are so close but

very different and I tell them we grew up and learned together. Being 18

months and 1 day apart, we really did grow up together. I couldn't have

asked for a better brother. We have been through a lot together and are

always on each others side (unless it's against each other - even then we
become friends by the next morning). Although I never wanted to admit it, I

always looked up to you, and not just physically. I will open up Little Lulus

Steak and Cheesecake Factory and I won't bite off your arm. Good Job

Brandon, I'm very proud of you. I love you so much and I hope your future

is the best possible. !

'
_J

Love always and forever,

LuLu (Foo-fee-shoots)

Brandon Gillett

We could not be prouder of you. We have

been blessed with a wonderful daughter who
has brought us so much joy and laughter. We
are sure there is more to come.

Love,

Mom, Dad, Ashley, Hannah & Coley

Mcnghan I arni"

Congratulations Annie!

Great job!

We are so proud

of you. God bless

you in all you do.

Love,

Dad, Moma, Ricky,

Joshua & Jamie
Andrea Kruegei
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Congratulations!

Meghan,

You have always been driven to make something of yourself. I have

never met anyone so determined to reach their goal. Words cannot

describe how proud I am ofyou.

"I'll love you forever, I'll like you for always

As long as I'm living my baby you'll be"

Love,

Mom

Meg,

Through the years you have always been right beside me. I know
sometimes I don't show you how much I appreciate what you do for

me, but if it wasn't for you I wouldn't have accomplished some of

the things that I have done in my life. I know that whatever you

decide to do with your life, you will be very successful. You are my
sister, but you will always be my best friend - we are sisters by

blood, but friends by choice. Even though you may be bigger than

me, you will always be my little sister - 1 love yal

Love,

Ka ~ .

Meghan Simmons
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Kaitlyn Mason

With Pride

and

Love

As you continue your

life's journey may the

paths you choose

continue to bring you

health, happiness,

love, and joy.

Congratulations.

With love and pride.

Dad, Mom, Joey and

Andy

k
Mara,

Congratulations to

our Shining Star!

You've done a great

job and we are very

proud of you.

Thanks for always

keeping us laughing.

We love you Marv.

Mom, Dad, Ryan,

Erin and Kitty

Mara Could

Jenna,
Jenna Wii;iii.

Congratulations! Follow your dreams - We are ver)

proud of you!

Love, Mom and Dad

Take time to ji^^^
smell the roses; .

Laugh often; | r ^^B
Never give up; 1

. . ^H
Be the best that \ ^M
you can be. bV- ^
"Do not go Hw ^where the path H

r ' 1may lead, go |
instead where Hm " 1
there is no path H

l-'^Uand leave a |
trail." 1
-Ralph Waldo Mall Siu'

Emerson

Congratulations and God bless!

We're so proud of you!

Love, Mom and Dad
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Among those whom I like or admire, I can find

no common denominator, but among those

whom I love, I can:

ALL OF THEM MAKE ME LAUGH

To Love and Be Loved

Is To Feel The Sun
From Both Sides

Dearest Lauren,

May your life be joy and laughter

May our angels watch and protect you
May God's peace live within you

May your live's work be your passion

May your fondest dreams come true

& may you always have someone
who loves you as much as we do.

Love Always, Mom & Dad
XOXOXO

i Lauren Mc Caul

Lauren, we did not choose to become sisters, but we did choose to become friends. We have a relation-

ship like no other sisters I know. You are unique, kind caring, thoughtful and giving. Even though you

are younger than I am, I still look for your advice! We've shared so many memories together, and we've

always been there for each other. I've enjoyed watching you grow up and can't believe that you're

graduating! Without you, growing up would not have been the same. Our bond is only going to grow in

the years to come. The memories we share remind me of how lucky I am to have you for a sister. "The

greatest part about being sisters is sharing ourselves. Having our own interests, but always communi-

cating. Striving to meet our own goals, but never losing sight of one another. Living our own lives, but

always remaining connected." I love you Lauren. - Caitlin
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Your Family is so very proud of

you. All your hard work and deter-

mination to achieve your best has

paid off.

As always , we wish you health,

happiness, and continued success.

Love,

Mom, Dad, And Stephanie

Aimee Sturge

Eric Smith

We are so very proud of you Eric. We
are so lucky to have you as our son and

brother. We wish you the best in whatever

you do. You have grown into a great person.

Always remember we love you and will

always be there for you.

All our love.

Mom, Dad, and Scott

Nicole,

Congratulations! We are so

proud of you. From the moment
you first wrapped your tiny

hands around our fingers, you

have filled our hearts with love

and laughter. Treasure each day

as you continue your journey

through life. Follow your heart,

Nikki. With God all things are

possible!

Love,

Mom, Dad and Lisa

XOXOXO
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Rich,

When you were very young someone tried to tell you not to

color outside of the lines you then turned to them and said, "if

you don't color outside the lines I can't color the sky." Always

live by that and never color in between your lines so you may
always color your sky. We are so proud of you today and every

day. Congratulations!

Love,

Mom and Kevin Richard Laporte

You want all the dreams

they dreamed of to come
true: then they do/'

Love,

Mom, Dad, Matt, Mike

and Katy

Jennifer Ruth Skillin^

Con^mtulations Bobby,

We are very proud of you.

We \ovc you dear^

love.

Mom and Pad

A^M

Congratulations E-obby!

You did it.

love,

Courtney and Zachery

Robert Natasia
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Congratulations Kate!

Our love and support is

with you always.

Love,

Mom, Kenny and Steve

Kathleen E. Donovan

Jamie L. Cameron

Congratulations! To the sweet little

girl you will always be to us. Your

great smile and positive attitude will

take you far in life.

Always
remember we love you!

Love,

Mom, Dad, Heather and Scott

Zach, May all your ambitions

and dreams come true. Keep your

great smile. Congratulations!

Love,

Mom, Dad, and Nathan

Go Red Sox!

/,!( h S( hvvartinj;

Tyler Briggs

With much love.

Tyler, 1 am so very

proud of the man that

you have become. You
have accomplished your

goals and continue to

challenge yourself. Best

of luck in the future and

remember that I'll always

be there for you.

Love,

Mom

You did it!!

Ronald McCiinnitv 111

We are

proud of you

and look
"

' forward to

the future.
Ad

Love,

Mom, Dad

and Garret
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We wish you strength

when times are hard.

W

L

O
V
E

Y
O
U

>

We wish with

all our hearts you
find what you're

looking for.

We wish you

joy.

We wish you

peace, and that

every star you see

is within your

reach.

And we wish a part of us will always be with you.

Mom, Craig, Grandma, Jen, Chris, Tyler and Cam.

Kelsey and John too!

Marc Champagne
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You are simply magnificant!

Thank you for years of true joy and happiness. We
have had the blessed opportunity of witnessing your

steady growth and gentle unfurling into a beautiful,

talented young woman...and we are bursting with pride.

You are the heart of our hearts, and so very loved. Con-

gratulations!

Love,

Dad, Mom and Mike

You're aw^esome!!

Fm so proud of

you. Fm glad that

you can move on to

the next place in

your life. You'll do

awesome. I miss

you like crazy.

Love,

Mike

Keltic Di.ipoiiii
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Russ,

Congratulations! We love you and
are so proud of you and all of your accom-

plishments over the years. We know you
have a great future ahead of you and you
will be successful in whatever you do.

Love always.

Dad, Ma,

Christine, Maggie

and boots

Russ Waterhouse

Jennifer Guilford

You are my sunshine.

Jenn,

Follow your heart because

dreams do come true. Never give

up! We are very proud of you and
love you.

Love always.

Mom, Dad, Jamie, and Bill

Brittany Merry

I hope you still feel small

when you
stand beside the ocean.

Whenever one door

closes I hope one more
opens.

Promise me that you'll

give faith

a fighting chance.

And when you get the

choice to

sit it out or dance...

I hope you dance.

We love you
Mom, Dad, Brandon, and Allison

^m^-./2^'

*• '^-'>;."'- ---

^?f!^ '*^'
Brittany Merry
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We love you and

we're proud of you,

Suzanne

Love,

Dad, Mom, Jim,

Christine,

Tom and Katy

As years go by, you're not so

shy.

Still "Daddy's little girl"

We know it's time to let you go,

and give this life a whirl.

Be safe and healthy, and happy
ever through each and every

trial

Our wish for you with each

endeavor...

Don't ever lose that smile!

Suzanne Harrison
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Chris,

Now all those things you have dreamed

about doing are ahead of you. As you go

on to your future, remember who and

what are important to you, and you will

achieve you goals.

We will always be

there for you!

We love you!

Congratulations!

Love,

Mom, Dad and Jen

Chris Joyce

Tracey,

You have brought us joy since the moment
you entered our world. It has been a privi-

lege to watch you grow into the wonderful,

caring person you are. Never forget that we
love you.

What lies behind you and

what lies before you are

tiny matters compared to

what lies within you.

Love,

Mom, Dad, Jackie

and GUS!

Tracey Clapp

EVAN WILLIAMS

YOU ARE A SHINING STAR

it V
from START to FINISH

CONGRATULATIONS AND LOVE, MOM, DAD & ANDREW
Evan Williams
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Mike,

You've added a lot of spark to our lives.

Hope the rest of your life is a "BLAST!"

Mom, Dad, Tim, Kris and Kath

Mike Kennedy

It's Senior year.. .graduation

time...your new life begins...

So follow your deams
as you succeed in life.

Lots of love.

The proud parents i

and family of Jenn »

Dad, Mom, Kristen

md Alyssa

Jenn Dunn

NO KENNY THANK YOU!

You don't have to wear a

"Suit" to make us Proud..

You only have to be You!

We love you and

Know you will go far.

ALL OUR LOVE,
"MOM and DAD"

Kenneth Coulstring "KENDIGGA"

"You're my little boy blue" Love Keith

"You're my lil bro-but you're doing Big Things'

Love Ron

"Congrats-I love you" Love Kellie

We are very proud

of your dedication

.-^~:^ and accomplishments

aV *3 and know there is so

il
*^ much more in store

.', for you.

You have been a

joy and blessing to us

and we love you very

much.

Christina Monaco

Love,

Mom, Dad Stevie and Danielle
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m/WA
Tou are ny scrdnre"

The world has so much to offer you but rt fe Lp to you to choose.

Fobw yoir heart, make yoir deceare weely, 3tr\ yor relets wil be few, with rewards manyJvl^ you bok to yoir fath n drffbJt d^/5 arc^

alwa>^ rermnber the la^e of yor family!

You are or Pbkle ax only Pckb and we fcve you sweet or sour. Love alw^v^. Ma

Amnndn Nelson

Puddles,

[ really have no idea what to write, it's killing me! You know how much you mean to me, all the memories we

share, and how much I hated you at times. I am so proud of you girl! And remember the good thing about

music is when it hits you, you feel no pain! Love Smells!

Shelly

2^2 Ativtrtiscmcnt^



Stephanie Hanelt

From your 1st day of school on, we always

knew you gave your all. Well you did it!

Congratulations! Remember, keep up that

hard work and all your dreams can come true!

Love,

Mom, Dad, Niki & Jodi

Great Job Deidre!

We are all very proud of you. Your hard

work and determination over the past 4

years has really paid off.

Love,

Mom, Dad, Megan and Erin

Deidre Hussey

FROM AN ACORN, A MIGHTY OAK HAS GROWN

Go confidently in the direction of your dreams.

Live the life you have imagined.

-Henry David Thoreau

Wherever you go, w^hatever you do,

always know that we love you
and are behind you.

Love,

Mom, Dad, Kenny and Kate

Kristopher O'Connell
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Michael William McPhee

May All Your Dreams Come True!

We are so proud of

you and love you with

all our hearts.

We wish you only the

best life has to offer.

XOXOXO
PJ, Mom and Patrick

V

Michael McPhee

Anna Snoeyenbus

Congratulations!

You did it!

''Your class set the bar high and cleared it! At

the end of an era at Silver Lake, it's great to

leave a legacy of high standards and positive

energy. We know all of you will do great things

in the future. As you move out into the world,

don't forget all the teachers, administrators and

support staff who made your years at Silver

Lake exciting and productive! No man is an

island. Accomplishments are built on strong

foundations. Teamwork, shared vision and per-

sistence are the ingredients of greatness!

We love you.

Mom, Dad, Gretchen and Larry ( meow)''
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Congratulations Kelli!

We are so proud

of you and all your

accomplishments. You are

a talented girl. May your

future be all, if not more
than you expect it to be.

We love you.

Mom, Dad and Staci

kelli Dolan

Dear Ryan,

Thank you for all the love, joy and pride you have brought into our lives. May life give back

all you have given us. Believe in yourself and your dreams will come true. We're so proud of

you and we'll always be there. Congratulations!

Love,

Mom, Bart, Ashley and Joshua

Ryan Crawford
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Congratulations Lambchop!

Nothing in the world can take the place of Persistence.

Talent will not; nothing is more commonplace than

unsuccessful talent.

Genius will not; unrewarded genius is almost a

proverb.

Education alone will not; the world is full of educated

derelicts.

Persistence and Dertermination alone are omnipotent.

We love you.n
Mom, Dad, ^r^ . ^

Justin, .^ ^^1Meghan, Ollie

and LuLu Hk^^j^H

Troy Kyle

Mullanfy

Melissa-

Congratulations, You made it!

We hope your future brings you

all the success and happiness

you deserve.

All our love.

Spud, Jan, Andrea, Greg & Tori

Vin and Nick Lancione

Nicholas and Vincent

May you find much happiness

and success as you travel

towards your future. Remember
to laugh often and work hard.

Love,

Mom and Dad

Lauren,

You should feel proud of your

success and accomplishments.

Believe in yourself and never lose

sight of your dreams.

You have the ability

to accomplish

anything and make a

difference in your

world.

Love,

Mom
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The future belongs to those
who believe In the beauty

of their dreams."
Eleanor Roosevelt

Kathleen, for the past 18 years you have worked so hard to achieve your goals
and you have never given up on your dreams. We are proud of the person you
have become. You are the most wonderful daughter and sister. You have given
us a lifetime of cherished memories. We love you, Mom, Dad, & Patrick

Kathleen Nevins

Ryan Baldner

We are so very proud of you

Life is what you make of it. Never give up trying to do

w^hat you really want to do. Give the world the best you

have and the best will come back to you.

Love, Mom, Dad, Kristen and Jillian
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Ashley Damewood

Ashley Damewood-My Angel

on Earth

You are truly a young

"Woman of substance" Con-

tinue to lead with your

heart...for it has served you
and many others so well. You

bring me joy and inspire our

family, daily With tons of love

and pride. Mom and Mathew

Ashley Daniewcxxi

"My little wooden head"

We are all so proud of your many achievements. Best of

luck to you in all that you do. We love you dearly!

Dad, Cindy and Max
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Kevin & Peter Long

Congratulations

!

Love,

Mom, Dad, Matt and

Tim

Justin Allen
Justin,

Congratulations!! We are so proud of you. Thank
you for being such a great son and big brother. Best

wishes for the future, we have had so much fun

watching you grow and will always love you.

Love, Mom, Dad and your number one fan Scott

"Thank you Justin for the catch of the day, another

great meal!"

Matt- You can succeed in whatever

you put your mind to. Be happy, be

yourself and never lose that sense of

humor. The best is yet to come and

remember we will be beside you all

the way
Love,

Mom, Dad and Kayla

Matt Siegel

Congratulations Lauren,

You did us proud!

I wasn't sure that someone who slept

with gloves sewed into her pajamas

and didn't notice, or someone who
tasted fame on stage in Provincetown

could do such a great job.

Love G & G
Lauren Stoyle

oM'elissa ^aple,

(E)ur little cxn^el^irl we could not he moreproud of

poufor all^our hard work andmanp accomplish-

ments. Qf^ou have huilt such a strongfoundationfor

yourself G^ hopepou sharepour beautifulsmile

with anyonepou meet and alwaysfinda happiness in

everpthin^pou do Please know that our love is

alwaps therel cMappou spreadpour win^s andflp,

our little an^el cfirl

CWe lovepou, Q^Uom, S< "^ad
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You are the greatest

You have always

been such a happy,

outgoing person. We
are all so proud of

you of what youVe
done and will do

with your life. Keep

up the good work.

Love,

Mom, Dad, Jennifer

& Allan, and Darren

Brandon Walsh

You've done it Jason and you have made us smile every step of the way. We've watched

you grow from a child to a man and from a boy on the playground to a Scholar Athlete.

Your dedication and desire to succeed in everything you do is truly admirable and has

made you into the person you are today. As you close, one chapter of your life and begin a

new, remember we will always be there for you and we thank you for making us proud to

call you our Son and Brother.

CONGRATULATIONS UO ... WAY TO GO BOAT!!!

^^^^' Mom, Dad, Kevin & Janelle

fl^

^Qd
Jason I'atoline
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Mike Bergeron

To Otis, Jim Kraemer, Zack, Gipetto and "Bud"-

You make life fascinating and have a wonderful

journey ahead of you! So proud of this funny,

happy guy. Congratulations darling!

Love,

Mom, Dad, Marie, Bobby, family and your

million friend$.

"As we watch you doing things on your

own we know you will find happiness and
success because we are confident in your ability,

your self-knowledge, your values. But if you
ever need a boost or just someone to talk to

about difficulties that might be occurring, we are

always here to help you, to understand you, to

support you, and to love you."

Congratulations, we are very proud of you!

Love, Mom, Dad, Katie, and Lindsey

essica Engle

Each night before bed the little girl

prayed.

Her parents looked on and smiled and
said their own prayer of thanks to

the Lord for such a delightful child.

Then the days turned into months and
months turned into years and
as the years quickly flew...

The sweet little girl became her own
person. A wonderful woman-that's

you!!

Jennifer Nichole Damon

With so much love and pride.

Mom, Rich, Katrina, Richie, Nicholas,

and Lady

Jennifer Nichole Damon
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In everything you do, you put your heart

and soul into it. You have brought us

nothing but pride and joy. Remember
that we are always here for you no matter

what. But most of all Amber, "I hope you

DANCE.''

Love,

Mom, Paul, Heidi and Matthew.

Amber Lopresti

Amber is a great person

to know. She is intelli-

gent, has a great per-

sonality and is kind

and caring. She is also

beautiful and a great

friend to have. If you

don't think this is true,

then 1 feel bad for you.

You're passing up a

great friend and a great

person in general. Me
though, I'm lucky

enough to have her as

my girlfriend.

Frank

Dear Meghan,

Words can't express

how proud we are of

you! You're everything

we hoped for in a

daughter, you're smart,

beautiful, and full of life.

Love always.

Mom, Dad, Sarah,

Katie, and Kenny

Meghan Stanley

Coii^ratulations

Patrick!

Wc urc so proud of you!

Keep up ll^c ^ood wot^k and

all Ljour di^cains will come
li^uc.

Love.

Mom. Dad, lamic, and Chris
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Congrats Mol!!

We're so proud of you for the person youVe
become; your honesty, sense of humor, and love of

adventure. Keep up the good work and remember,

no matter where you go or what you do, your

family loves you. Congratulations!

Love,

Mom, John, Nick, Johnny, Shadow & Kitty

My dearest granddaughter, you are a

beautiful person on the inside and the

outside. You have a quiet confidence

about you and a great sense of humor.

The World is your Oyster, go out and

embrace it.

Congratulations! Love, Gran

Daughters are flowers in their

father's eyes, growing more beautiful

everyday. You are my flower, Molly

Rose.

Love you always.

Your Dad

Molly Dabrowski
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Jaime,

We are so blessed to have a daughter as beautiful as you. You have

brought great joy and happiness to our lives. A one of a kind, strong

minded, young woman youVe become, and we couldn't be more proud.

Always know that we will be there with love, support and guidance. May
you always have the best of everything that life has to offer.

We love you always and forever.

Mom & Dad .^.

aime Taylor

To my big sister!

You're the best sister anyone

could ask for. I love you so much!

Congratulations!

Love,

Your little sister Jodi
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'WITH ALL OUR LOVE'

Kimberly Fava

Always believe in yourself and

your dreams will come true

Always believe in yourself and

you will know success

Remember that success has no limits and

there is no limit to what life has to offer you.

We love you!

Mom, Dad and Kaitlyn

Michelle Woodford
Michelle,

We have marveled over you since the

day you were born! Words cannot express

how proud we are of you today.

Keep smiling!

We love you,

Mom, Dad & Chris too!

First smile, first steps, first day of school.

So many firsts, so much pride and joy.

Your sense of wonder, and curiosity.

Will bring many more firsts.

We hold our breath as you begin your next chapter.

Our beloved Megan.

Love,

Mom, Dad, Mason, Victoria & Dillon

'•'^•^

1

Megan Riley
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Lauren Schier
So full of life and energy!

Lauren Schier

Your smile lights up an entire room!

Your laughter fills the air with joy!

With love and pride. Mom, Dad and

Brian

WE ARE PROUD OF
YOU!
Continue to

persevere. You are in

control of your own
destiny.

All of our love, Dad,

Mom, Liza and

Rebecca
Heather Telford

C^% ^.^

Jaime Taylor

Congratulations Jaime

With our very best wishes for joy and success and

throughout the years every happiness.

With our love always

Grandma and Gramps

me Taylor

Jaime,

The most

"special"

place in our

hearts will

always be

saved for

you!

Our love.

Pa and

Mimi
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Katie Tiemey & Lauren Stoyle

Katie,

You have grown from

our precious baby girl into

a strong, confident,

beautiful young woman.
Though it will be hard to

let you go, we have no

doubt you will be just fine

on your own. We are so

proud of you!

Love,

Mom, Dad, & Frankie

CONGRATULATIONS LAUREN

The Prom, Just Hanging or Being

Too Cool,

The end is in sight

Say good-bye to your school.

We love you.

Mom, Dad, Ally Becky and Ben

Katie Tierney & Lauren Stoyle
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I found out a long fime ago

You gotfa leatn fo say "yes" when life says "no"

Don'f dwell on fhe bad fintes onee fhey'te pasf

Thaf kind offhinking gefs you nowhete fasf

' Cause fhete ain'f no ntounfain you ean'f elitnb

Ifyou hang on fighf andjusf make up youttnind

Onee you sefyoutheatffontovin' on

Son, fhete ain'f no toad foo long
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•FOR
1 KNOW TH6 PLftNS I HAVe FOE rOU,' SMS THE LOW "PLANS TO P|iOSP6R YD.'- - rO HARM you, PLANS TO UVC YOU H0P6 AND A FUTUPr. T^AHC

\«is.

y ,

I
^LASf) OF Zoo4

Sl?»TY, we LOve YOU!!! D/\POY.. MOM. 6F-IS60M. ^AMUeu ANP ^Ue-^/^ % ^ #
Lauren Widing
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Jenna Ruthie Girl-

We are so proud of you,

i V / ...and the lovely young woman
' youVe become.

XOXO, Mom and Greg

Little B'

"Sister to Sister

We will always be.

A couple of nuts

Off the family tree."

Keep Smiling, Keep Shining,

& Always Remember
Your Roots

I Love You.

XOXO,
"Big B"

Jonna Bergeron
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Andrew,

You are now finishing one

part of your life, and soon to

start another part. Good Luck!

We love you!

Mom, Dad, Abby, Adam,

Jake, Chad, Carly, Terry

Just Do It!

Set your goals high because with

your determination you will succeed.

We are proud of your

accomplishments and will

always be there for you.

Love,

Mom, Dad, Chris

mm. '5 mamm

Michael Tura

Wherever you fly, you'll be the best of the best.

Wherever you go, you will top all the rest.

\%j % We cherish the memories weVe spent

i together, and although our paths may
travel in different directions you can

seek comfort in knowing that if you

I
need us, we'll always be there. Our love

^^ for you is everlasting.

Melissa Chambers
Remember:
The hardest part for a parent is letthig go.

Congratulations

!

Dad, Mom & LeAnn
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CONGRATULATIONS

TO THE CLASS OF
2004

From Tdt: Paii^ Fi^I^z^eraid

Kingston Orthodontics

Paul Fitzgerald, D.M.D., P.C,

1 87 Summer St. Suite 8

Kirigston, MA 02364
781.585,0024

Fox: 781.585,0023

uou Do Haue a Choice!

aufm,

for your senior portraits

and yearbook photo

^.^.

• Great variety of poses and studio

backgrounds.
* Beautiful outdoor photo park and
gardens.
* We take the time to make you look

fabulous!!!!!

• Our photos can be used In your

yearbook!

781.836.8159
Ml W. Elm 5t'- Pembroke

i^ ^

r
www5U5anwhltephoto.com
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^ The abduction of

University of Nortfi

i
"' 1

iJiW ITiiln IB ' ' ^
sex offender Alfonso

'

Rodriguez Jr., 50. ,;
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es
^ Americans rush to receive

vaccinations as the country

is hit hard by a new strand

of the influenza virus.

-^TTrrr

1" President Bush signs a

controversial bill calling for a

$400 billion Medicare overhaul.

<r Scott Peterson stands trial on

murder charges in the slaying

of his pregnant wife, Laci, and

their unborn son.



mmi

fi

NO SARS

^ A European heat wave
in August claims more

than 19,000 lives,

making it one of the

world's deadliest

hot-weather disasters.

^ The World Health

Organization reports

that severe acute

respiratory syndrome

(SARS) infected more

than 8,000 people in

over 25 countries,

killing 700.

1
Ben Curtis/APAfl/ifl

K^'^m
-> Around the world,

"flash mobs"— large

groups of people

recruited by

anonymous organizers

via the Internet—
gather, perform

a wild act and

quickly disperse.

-> In a dramatic six-day

ordeal, rescue workers

save 44 of 46 Russian

miners trapped in a

water-filled coal mine.

P^-r

t^-^i

-> Tens of thousands

of Palestinians are

cut off from family
'''' '

'
velihoods

^

"' I'-'acI builds

conciett' 'vi'iPf

fKjti' 'n

inr:

curtail r,

terrorist a I

<- An Economic

Community of

West African States

peacekeeping coalition

ends 14 years of

fighting between

Liberian rebels and

government forces,

sending tyrant

Charles Taylor

into exile.



-> During the summer

of 2003, low-risk

prison inmates help

battle Southern

California's wildfires

for only $1 an hour.

^ At a St. Louis dog

shelter, Cain, a

one-year-old mutt,

survives tranquilization

and a trip to the gas

chamber and is then

adopted by the animal

shelter owner.

i
^ Comedian Robin Williams

travels to Baghdad to

lighten the spirits of U.S.

troops as he kicks off a

holiday tour of LI.S. bases

in the iVIiddle East.

<r While aboard the International

Space Station, Russian cosmonaut

Yuri Malenchenko marries his

American girlfriend by video link

in the first "space wedding."

^

^'^

k ti '^ Iranian lawyer ShirinEbadi

J ^BKI^k*' wins the 2003 Nobel Peace

m Prize for human rights activism

JHhv\ ih1^^^
I as she fights to improve the

status of refugees, women

If and children in Iran.

p.
1 / II ^ ^ Golfer Tom Watson donates

his $1 million Charles Schwab

IhI % ^ Cup winnings to fund research

i-^ for Lou Gehrig's disease,

JMJ which has stricken his caddie.

It
Bruce Edwards.



<- British Airways and

Air France ground the

supersonic Concordes

after 27 years of

service. Despite their

the aircraft were

uneconomical to operate.



-> In June, pet prairie

dogs in Wisconsin,

Illinois and Indiana

infect people with

monkeypox after

being infected by a

giant Gambian rat

while in transit.

-> Federal workers in

Washington kill a herd

of 449 calves that

include the offspring

of a Holstein infected

with mad cow disease

Slmadouaj'Pnolo ResearcliBs „;

\ <- North American trees

1 are threatened by Asian

\ longhorned beetles,

^ which allegedly arrived

in Chinese wooden

packing material.

riiSB^ 1^^^*^^^

<- In August, Mars' orbit brings

it closer to Earth than it has

been in 60,000 years.

^ ^

1^ American scientists discover

the deterioration of the

atmosphere's ozone layer is

slowing. The 1996 worldwide

ban on CFC gases is credited

for the improvement.

<r Keiko, star of the Free Willy

movies, dies of pneumonia

at the age of 27.



<- Celebrities like FOX's^

"That '70s Show"

star Ashton Kutcher

make the "trucker

hat" a fashion

must-have.

<- The country goes

low-carb diet

crazy, with dieters

demanding food

products and menu

items with fewer

carbohydrates.

<r Popularized by

music stars like

Busta Rhymes and

J.Lo, track suits are

seen everywhere.
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1^ In an effort to thwart

counterfeiters the U.S.

Treasury releases a colorful

new $20 bill with a

background blend of blue,

peach and green.

^ A new study reveals the Top 10

most dangerous U.S. occupations.

Lumberjack tops the list.



m _

Pixar's Finding Nemo swims to the top as the

highest-grossing animated movie and top-selling

DVD ot all time in the United States.

W
y

""m'^m^

Frodo and company complete their epic journey in

Tlie Lord of ttie Rings: Tiie Return of the King.

winner of the Golden Globe for Best Picture, Drama.

uccessful summer

ickSeafi/scfei,', k

%
ominatedforaft' '^
Academy Award ^^^^
orBestPictuie. f
^^mMhii^. vv

W^tm^,
:^";4
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-> The pulse-pounding

CBS hit "The Amazing

Race" wins the

inaugural Emmy
Award for Best

Reality Program. IK^,

^ America bids farewell

to the cast of "Friends"

after the NBC sitcom's

10th and final season.

4. In February 2004,

CBS airs "Survivor:

All-Stars," starring past

"Survivor" winners and

contestants.

m m 1 ^^^HlBi^\^ ^^^^^^B

^ZM^
1 li

^mr
m.m \1

^^^B Fox uses its tried-and-true teen soap formula ^|
^^ ^^ to come up with the biggest television hit of

^m ^L the year for teens, "The O.C."

m r^ ^m
i|

1

1

1

i^M
B

<r Jessica Simpson, star of MTV's

"Newlyweds" with husband

Nick Lachey, makes entertainment

headlines for mistaking Chicken

of the Sea tuna for chicken.

'^ Famous for "Three's Company"

and star of ABC's "Eight

Simple Rules for Dating My

Teenage Daughter," actor

John Ritter dies suddenly from

heart failure in September.

<r "Alias" star Jennifer Garner

earns high viewer ratings for

ABC TV and lights up the big

screen in 13 Going on 30.
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-» In December,

Rolling Stones'

legendary lead

singer Mick Jagger,

<- Pop diva-turned- author

^

-y Madonna releases two children's

'* books: The English Roses and

Mr. Peabody's Apples. Her third

book, Yakov and the Seven

Thieves, arrives in late winter.

<- Hugh Jackman of X2: X-Men

United showcases his singing

ability on Broadway in

The Boy from Oz.

T

i Z
VGGN

^J
'^ On CBS's "Late Show" host David

Letterman, 56, announces the

November birth of his first child,

a baby boy.

<- After the success of his

best-selling fantasy novel Eragon:

Inheritance, author Christopher

Paolini, 19, begins writing the

much-anticipated sequel.





Champion surfer Bethany Hamilton, 13, loses her arm in a sharl(

attacl(. Just 10 weel<s later, Hamilton places fifth in her age group

at a National Scholastic Surfing Association meet in January 2004.

e

&iii

<- Matt Kenseth claims the

NASCAR Winston Cup Series

championship, after leading

the standings through a

record 33 races.

Death-defying tricks and thrills bring the extreme sports

craze to new heights at the January 2004 EXPN Winter

X Games Vlll in Aspen, Colorado. A
MM

Mb.. ''^X^ '^ Freddy Adu, 14, becomes the

w y^ youngest American pro team

athlete in over 100 years when^m he signs with D.C. United of

LI4
Major League Soccer.

^ League MVP Tim Duncan and:

k ' ' " M ' David Robinson— in his final

m A A m .
game— lead the San Antonio

m.'^ mr-T-^^m Spurs to the 2003 NBA title

_^NK^ rn^/'^k^ with a 4-2 series win over

< Ift. V the New Jersey Nets.

4i'mlem
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<- In October,

Mother Teresa

of Calcutta is

beatified by

Pope John

Paul II in Vatica

City. This mark;

the final step

before sainthooi

in the Roman
Catholic Church,

^ In his first of a number
of trials in several

states, a Virginia jury

sentences D.C. area

sniper Lee Boyd

Malvo, 18, to life

without parole.

-> After winning 64

career titles, including

14 grand slam events,

and a record six years

ranked No. 1, tennis

great Pete Sampras
retires at the U.S.

Open in August.

-> Teen star Hilary Duff

tops off her successful

movie debut, The

Lizzie McGuire Movie,

with a hit pop album.

Metamorphosis, and
•T nationwide tour

I^W

N' t The Pentagon releases decks of 55 cards to U S
so^iers that feature the most-wanted Iraqi leaders
toator Saddam Hussein is the Ace of Spades

^M
.>. fc-.

'^i
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BRENDAN AIKENS* LAURA ALBANO* JUSTIN ALLEN -CHANEL ALSTON •

JOSHUAANDERSON.ALAINAANGELLIS-ANDREWARCHER.ANDREAARRUDA
• MONA ASHOUR • GREGORY ATKINS • JASON AZEVEDO • CHERYL BABINO •

CASSANDRA BAILEY. KEITH BAKER. DANIELLEBALDASSINI. RYAN BALDNER. DAVID
BARNARD.AIMEEBASILE.ANDREABAYLISS.TIMOTHYBEANE.KIMBERLYBEATTY.NICOLE

BECKER.MEAGHANBEFERA.COURTNEY BELLAVANCE.AARON BENNETT.JAMESBENTING.
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